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Nil BRIDGES WITNESS ADMITS
EING 1.11111111 SPY FOR POLICE!
Raise on
teamschooners

ii6b4°Wage

Peace
Meeting

Convention of
ILWU Opens

SAN FRANCISCO. —
voted
Frank Hendricks, vice presSAN FRANCISCO.—The annual convention of the CIO
SAN FRANCISCO.—The Marine Firemen's Union
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union
the
Longshoreof
ident
International
schooner
steam
accept the $5 wage increase offered by the
Local
Monday, April 7, in the new CIO Building
ILWU
Union,
coming
men's
opens
this
Cooks
Marine
is
erators this week, and action from the
1-10, has left for New York in Los Angeles.
pected this week.
The pre-convention committee@
City where he will repremeetings as the week within the ILWU, is another
After several meetings the op-0
Francisco began its perform
San
the
sent
the preliminary problem that needs ironing out,
ended, to
.ators finally raised the wage ment between flip union and the
CIO Council at the AmeriOffer to $5 on all steamschooners. operators.
Bridges said.
• Two weeks ago a proposed
A similar offer of a $5 increase can People's Meeting, April worlksSues facing the convention,
Additionally, continuation of
It was reported here by Presie'.50 raise was rejected by the has been offered to the Marble 5 and 6.
the present ILWU organizing
dent Harry Bridges, include
Brother Hendricks will
Cooks and Stewards.
MFOW membership.
campaign, launched at the last
problems brought about by the
Formal acceptance of the ofThe raise which goes into efbring a message of greetconvention, will also be acted
increased natio na I employer
fect as of April 1 follows the
fer has yet to come before the
ing from the CIO here and
upon by the'delegates.
unity against union demands.
MC&S membership. •
ecent increases in the offBridges will be present for the
will voice west coast labor's
The convention will also face convention, as a ruling has been
With the latest increase of $5,
shore agreement.
civil
and
peace
position
on
orfor
need
the question of the
The negotiations on the wages firemen and oilers on the steammade at his second deportation
liberties at the nation-wide
ganizational changes within the hearing that grants a full week's
provided for in the contract schooners will receive $97.50 and
structure of the ILWU.
Which calls for a wage review the combination men will get meeting.
recess the week the convention
thout opening the entire agree- $102.50.

The need for greater unity

.=41% Second Trial of Bridges Under Way in San Francisco

pens.
Bridges will also be present at
the final day of the ILWU convention in the event it runs longer
than eight days, according to
Judge Charles Sears' ruling.

Frisco
CIO Maps
Program
SAN FRANCISCO—Organized by this city's CIO
council, a delegation of
more than 20 representatives of various CIO unions
went to Sacramento this
week to protest against anti-labor bills now under
consideration ther e, protesting to state senators
and assemblymen against
the anti-sabotage bills barring strikes and others.
Special protest was lodged
against a move to abolish
the division of immigration
and housing, headed by
Carey McWilliams.

Here is the defense: Harry Bridges, ILWU president and California CIO director; George Wilson, Frisco CIO
Council president, international vice president American Newspaper Guild, who gave up a high-paid job on San Francisco News (and nearly a thousand dollars in severance pay) to become executive secretary of the defense committee; Richard Gladstein, Aubrey Grossman and Carol King, defense attorneys. Courtroom, in S. F. postoffice, seats
only 81 and is jammed, with scores waiting at all times to get in, hoping for someone to leave. There are 40 newspapermen covering the trial and a dozen photographers.

SAN FRANCISCO — CIO
activity forged ahead on three
major fronts last week in San
Francisco as this city's industrial union council devoted its
energy to the defense of
Harry Bridges, the legislative
struggle in Sacramento and
the job of cracking unorganized Pacific Gas & Electric
corp. shops in the bay area.
Describing the council's activities in his second weekly report,
Secretary Mery yn Rathborne
pointed to the overwhelming success of last Saturday's luncheon in
honor of Bridges, which was attended by more than 500 union
members.
The luncheon, coming on the
eve of Bridges' second deportation trial, demonstrated the solidarity of labor behind the longshore leader and symbolized the
beginning of labor's united
(Continued on Page 2)

Frisco Central
Pay Office

.This is the 'government,' or prosecution at the Bridges trial. Left to right: Major
Schofield, national chief di'mon of immigration and naturalization; Albert Del Gue rcio, chief prosecuting
attorney; an FBI agent; another
FBI agent; Trent Dozer, a prosecution attorney; Earl Connelley, assistant national
director of the FBI; Paul V.
yron, assistant prosecuting attorney; Judge Clarence Goodwin, co-chief prosecuting
attorney, and (in front) a:1
FBI clerk. Additionally, there are another half dozen FBI agents and assistants
wandering
around the courtroom,
ut not shown in the Picture.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The longsought central pay station for
longshoremen here will open this
week, Wednesday, April 9, Henry
Schmidt, president of longshore
local ILWU 1-10, announced.
From Wednesday on, all longshoremen will receive one check
for the previous week's work, and
will receive it at the central pay
station. Checks for the previous
week will be ready starting each
Wednesday thereafter, Schmidt
said.
Location of the central pay
office Is the old state Agricultural building at 101 Embarcadero, where tickets were formerly purchased for the auto
ferry to Oakland.
Two firms are showing reluctance at going along with the
central pay station
proposal,
Schmidt said.
They are California Stevedoring and Ballast Co. and the Seaboard Stevedoring Co. The former does the American-Hawaiian
work and the latter, a subsidiary
S. Steel, does Isthmian Line
ofIi.
work.It Is expected they will come
along with the rest. Their beef
is over changing bookkeeping
systems,

Testifies He Made Written
Reports to 'Red' Hynes
SAN FRANCISCO—Open admission that he had been a labor spy for'the FBI, the
American Legion, the Los Angeles police department, the Los Angeles sheriff's office
and the U. S. immigration service, came from Ezra Chase, prosecution witness, at the
Bridges hearing Friday morning, April 4.
Chase is the only witness who has even m entioned Bridges' name.
He admitted under cross-examination by Defense Counsel Gladstein that he had
made more than two dozen reports in writing to Captain 'Red' Hynes, former chief of
the L. A. police anti-labor detail.
Chase's spy number was D-50, lie admitted.
He became a spy in 1936 and worked in the Los Angeles Furniture Workers union,
it was brought out.
Chase said he would give information to "any legally constituted authority."
Once, he said, he called Hynes and told him of an impending strike and urged Hynes
to have officers present.
During the cross-examination, the chief prosecutor Del Guercio objected violently to
the line of questioning, but the facts were brought out anyway.
Gladstein introduced into evidence a LaFollette committee report which reproduced
an application by Chase to be a labor spy with the Bodell Detective Agency in Los Angeles.
With this, Del Guercio, who has maintained a belligerent attitude at all times, almost popped his cork, and barked at Gladstein that Gladstein was a "Communist."
Chase admitted that he had done spy work not only for the FBI, but also for J. W.
Buzzell, who is secretary of the AFL Council in L. A., in an effort to keep workers from
leaving the AFL and joining the CIO.
Chase asserted that his only interest in doing labor spy work was to "fight communism."
Chase said that he was making $40 a week and expenses as an official of the AFL
Furniture Workers when he became a labor spy.
The Bridges defense committee issued the following statement upon revelation of
Chase's stool pigeon activities:
"Cross-examination of Ezra F. Chase, confessed informer, Indicates the government's witnesses
will suffer the same fate as in the 1939 hearing when Bridges was exonerated by Dean James M.
Ladis, dean of the Harvard Law School.
''Chase's application for a job as labor spy with the Glenn Bodell Detective Agency, his many
conferences with and reports to the police captain William Hynes of the notorious red squad and his
other admitted anti-unlon activities, place him in the same category as the witnesses Dean Landis denounced.
"Chase's own testimony discloses the viciousness of the government's persecution of Bridges.
"While a trusted and salaried official of the Upholsterers Union Local No. 5, AFL, Chase was betraying his fellow unionists.
"The government paraded witnesses like Chase to the stand two years ago. The line has formed
again."

IWW
Under
Fire

Bridges Three
Donations Take
Mount
Stand

SAN FRANCISCO. — "A
SAN FRANCISCO.— Labsingle gift" to the IWW at oring men and women all over
any time in the past is enough
their
to deport an alien, according the nation rolled up
this
way
positive
in
a
sleeves
the
of
to the flat statement
prosecution in its opening week in defense of Harry
statement at the second Brid- Bridges.
Contributions to the defense
ges hearing here.
The assertion was made by committee to provide the wherewithal to carry on the battle both
Judge Clarence N. Goodwin, inside
and outside the courtroom
co-prosecutor in the deporta- continued to come in.
tion trial recently ordered by Extent of the need of finances
Attorney General Jackson. was clearly shown in the conduct
Goodwin said that they are seek- of the case itself this week, when
ing to deport Bridges because one prosecution witness testified
"shortly after he first entered this concerning an alleged meeting sevcountry, in 1920, he became a eral years ago.
members of the Industrial WorkWires and telephone calls had
ers of the World."
to be put under way immediately
The IWW, Goodwin said, was to check up the witness and his
a subversive organization which obviously false story—obvious to
"believed in, advised, advocated any honest labor man, but just
and taught the unlawful dam- the same it needed a lot of docuage, injury and destruction of mentation on the part of the deproperty and sabotage."
(Continued on Page 2)
The prosecution statement declared that under the law an alien
could be deported if he "cooperated' with a subversive organization.
This "cooperation" need only
take the form "of a single gift,"
Goodwin said.
Additionally, Goodwin declared
that the prosecution would prove
that Bridges also "became a member of and became affiliated with
the Communist party."
"We will further show that he
became affiliated with the Marine Workers Industrial Union."
VIOLENCE
Both of these organizations, the
prosecution asserted, "believed in,
advised, advocated and taught the
overthrow by force and violence
of the government of the United
States."
According to the prosecution's
interpretation of the law, there
will be no need to prove that
Bridges is a member of anything,
the Communist party or any other
party.
"Affiliation." Judge Goodwin
Ezra, Chase admitted besaid, means "the giving, loaning,
ing a labor spy for the FBI,
or promising of money or any'Red' Hynes, American Lething of value to an organizagion. He's only witness who
tion" which is deemed subvereven mentioned Bridges'
sive.
After this definition, the prose- name in second deportation
• trial in Frisco.
Continued on Fag. 2),

Stoolpigeon

SAN FRANCISCO.—Three
witnesses have been put on
the stand by the prosecution
against Harry Bridges, president of the CIO International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union and California CIO director, since the
trial opened Monday, March
31 — and Bridges' name has
been mentioned but once.
Instead, the prosecution's
three Dies' committee witnesses have been lecturing the
court on alleged inner workings of the Communist party.
So far, this has provided excellent copy for the newspapers,
but it hasn't made much progress
in trying to prove that Bridges
ought to be deported.
Ezra Chase, expelled from the
Los Angeles Furniture Workers
as a police spy, was the only witness who has mentioned Bridges'
name.
He electrified the audience,
when after a series of questions
from the prosecution about Communist meetings, be said that
"yes, he'd met Bridges at meetings, two of them."
Pencils were poised.
"One of them was in 1937,"
Chase said, "in the Olympic auditorium, when Bridges debated
Roger Lapham."
• The other meeting was in Los
Angeles. Chase said Bridges "laid
down the line."
GOING CIO
Then he added that what Bridges discussed was the question of
"swinging AFL unions into the
CIO."
After this meeting, he said,
the "communists had a fraction meeting," but Bridges was
not present.
The real communistic nature of
the meeting at which Bridges
spoke was indicated by Chase
himself, who said that of the 25
or 30 people present "about 10 or
15" were communists. He said he
knew "at least one was not a
communist and there probably
were more."
When asked to name the communists, he could recall only
Continued on Page 2),

Debate Permit
Men in Frisco
By PUBLICITY COIVIMITTEE ILWU 1-10
SAN FRANCISCO.—Much debate was heard at the last
meeting of the longshore local 1-10 ILWU here this week on
the recommendation that the policy of taking 25 permit men
ipto the lodhl each month be discontinued for a period of
•
three months.
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Bridges' Three
Donations Take
Mount
Stand

an Blast Dies
ay,
Curr
Phil Murr
*
*
*
*
Dies' Witnesses "Petty Thieves, Gangsters, Expelled
SAN FRANCISCO. —
Martin Dies came in for a
blasting this week from
CIO President Phil Murray
and from Joe Curran, National Maritime Union
president.

at a time when they can do
the most harm.
"Obviously you are aware of
the negotiations now being conducted with the U. S. Steel
Corp. and with the coal operators.
"I also recall last year at
exactly the same time a 010
union was engaged in a labor
board election at the Armour
and Co. plant."
Dies also attacked the HarVIII strikers in Los Angeles,
who answered him back that
"your unwarranted attack on
our union solidified our ranks
and helped us win victory, better wages and working conditions."
The workers are members of
the CIO Die Casting Workers,
and their international refiresentitive was called a "communist" by Dies in the midst
of the strike.
Murray told Dies that al

have no knowledge of these 27
Individuals being Communists
or ever having been Communists," and asked him to read
the answer to congress.
This Dies refused to do and
Murray wired again that "I run
led to two conclusions— that
further communication with
you is useless and that your activities at the present time are
just a further effort to grab
the headlines and thereby advertise your availability for
another series of lectures
throughout the nation, which I
understand have been very lucrative."
Joe Curran wrote congressmen in reply to Dies' "general strike" charge, that "the
NMU constitution calls for a
secret referendum vote of all
members before a strike can
be called."
He said that Dies' committee

testimony comes mainly from
"petty thieves, gangsters and
expelled members of the union
with axes to grind, all willing
to lie for personal gain."
Curran named some of them
as follows:
Peter limes, who refused to
stand trial for mishandling
union funds.
William C. McCuistion, recently tried in New Orleans for
murder of an NMU official;
;Jerome Medeiros, alias King,
2 to 10 year
1
now serving a 2/
sentence for killing an NMU
rank and file member;
Arthur Thomas, now awaiting sentence in New Orleans
for perjury;
Frederick C. Phillips, dupe
of of the labor spy gang; and
Walter Carney, now serving
a sentence in Sing Sing growing out of his theft of union
funds.

(Continued From Page 1.)
(Cemtinued From Page 1.)
eight, all of whom were officials
fense to satisfy the court.
of unions within the AFL at the
"Your five dollar donation," time.
excity.
this
in
commented George Wilson,
Brother Schmidt informed the labor shortage
The closest connection Chase
The News wants to flood San committee, might be just the
members that the Waterfront Emcould make between the meetone to pay for a telegram that
ings and the Communists was
ployers association had not yet Francisco with surplus labor.
Dies, as usual, came to the
When the defense boom ends, might bring information exposthat there were Communists
concurred in the furnishing of
service of the anti-labor emthrown
prsent an.d that he had been
brasses to 75 permit men recently the News expects that with thou- ing one of the witnesses
ployers by announcing (1)
sands of unemployed, there will In the ring against Bridges."
told to go to t,he meetings by a
Initiated into membership.
that he had proof that the
Because of the unusual fact that man he said was a communist,
NMU was going to call a genBrother Schmidt was in- be created a situation which can
the defense in this case has been but, he forgot to add, who was
eral strike if Harry Bridges
formed by Mr. Gregory that the be used to bust the unions.
Ask the building trades me- denied advance information on the also an official of a union in
were deported and (2) that
Waterfront. Employers were
happened here the witnesses and the exact charges Los Angeles.
the CIO Steel Workers was
very uncertain as to what the chanics what
the 1915 World's against Bridges, it will require a INNER WORKINGS
dominated by a list of 27 perfuture would hold for them, winter after
Fair.
greater amount of money to carry
sons he named as communists.
Other than this one alleged inadthe
of
policy
the
to
owing
Murray wired Dies that:
Men in those unions who are on the defense than an ordinary cident, previously related to the
ministration in withdrawing
out.
"Your activities are truly
Dies committee, Chase made no
ships from the west coast and helping support relatives who case would, Wilson pointed
subversive, since you are tryContributions ranged all the references to Bridges, but continsending them to the east coast are out of work know that the
ing to create confusion and
to be used in carrying sup- papers are not telling the truth. way from a donation from the ued describing what he said were
hatred in the nation through
plies to Britain.
The Call-Bulletin tries to carry ILWU longshore local in Seward, inner-workings of the Communist
Al- party.
your labor baiting.
It was feared that if too many water on both shoulders when Alaska, to the CIO council of
"It seems strangely signifiThe first witness against Bridships are withdrawn from west dealing with the European war, legheny Valley, Pennsylvania.
cant your groundless charges
Marine Cooks and Stewards ges was Benjamin Gitlow, expellcoast ship operators a serious un- but concurs with the policy of
against the CIO always come
employment crisis will be created other Hearst papers that labor members took honors for the ed in 1929 from the Communist
should lie down and be a good week, according to the defense party after having been high in its
in Pacific coast ports.
Brothers Bulcke, Keefe, Brown, door mat and have Hillman and committee, with a total contri- ranks.
He made no mention of BridBuford spoke in favor of taking other stooges spit on them and bution of $435.
wipe their feet on the back of
San Francisco longshore local ges whatsoever, but he did
In 25 permit men each month.
turned in $415 from stamps and mention Stalin, Lenin, Marx,
They pointed out how the labor.
Engels, Browder, Foster—and
loyally
or Dig Piar
stood
had
men
permit
Stand back of the World and buttons. The Seward local, ILWU
numerous times.
01018$
with the local in 1988 and
support the only San Francisco 1-39, with 36 members, sent in a himself
Gitlow was hot copy, and he
1937 and had taken up much
daily that exposed the tactics check of $100.
kept repeating in various forms
of the slack of the work by
Marine
of the administration and those
the
of
From members
the statement that the communbeing on hand when needed,
who would take away the Firemen this week came donations
ist party believes in force and
trade
good
was
and that it
rights of the workers. Become totaling $76.
violence "and the violent overunion policy to reward permit
a subscriber now:
(Continued From Page 1.)
In San Pedro, Local 1-13 of throw of the United States govmen by taking them into the
struggle by the adoption of the
the ILWU began collecting the ernment.
BE ON TIME
local.
ringing slogan, "Hands Off
recently by
Gang bosses are reporting that $1 assessment voted
STATEMENT
Harry."
It was pointed out that the
the membership.
to
belong
who
brothers
many
testihis
When he concluded
addition of 150 permit men
Highlights of the luncheon inthe
of
branch
Pedro
San
The
to
habit
a
it
gangs are making
mony, the defense. attorneys— cluded a speech by Bridges in
would not seriously endanger the
announced
Union
Fishermen's
CIO
show up late on the job.
Aubrey Grossman, Carol King and which he promised to "knock the
earnings of the brothers who are
This practice works a hard- that a $2 voluntary assessment Richard Gladstein—waived crossmembers of the local.
government's case for a loop" and
hold men, who in many has been voted by its 1,000 mem- examination, and issued the folThe discussion on this question ship on
the reading of scores of messages
bers.
hatch
the
have to uncover
lowing statement:
points out clearly how the wel- cases
from unions throughout the counBrothers should
"Gitlow's testimony, lifted try pledging support.
The Portland longshore local
fare of Pacific coast workers is short-handed.
before coming ILWU 1-8 passed a motion over- from the page of his cheap
affected by the aid to Britain have their coffee
One wire, from John L. Lewis,
to work instead of leaving their whelmingly to levy a 50 cent as- political thriller, `I Confess' and read in part:
policy.
work to breakfast.
his previous testimony before
sessment for the defense.
"The new charges against Mr.
The ILWU convention should
Set the old alarm clock to althe Dies committee, provided
In Los Angeles, the powerful
Bridges are manifestly unfair
demand that every Pacific low ample time to eat properly.
among other vicious irreleChrysler local 230 of the CIO
and seemingly designed to aid
coast worker displaced because Digestion will be better, and old
Workers issued a chalvances a springboard for an atAuto
the anti-labor elements who are
full
in
paid
be
ships
of diverted
age will not overtake you so lenge to all other CIO organizatack on the CIO.
constantly carrying on such a
with funds from the seven bil- quickly .
"His testimony had no beartions in that city, declaring it
vicious campaign against labor
lions being dished out to John
ing on the charges against
will raise more money on a per
and its leadership."
QUITTING EARLY
Bull.
Bridges.
basis than any other
LABOR LOBBY
Many brothers still persist in capita
It is full time that FDR and
"Two issues are involved:
local.
The council's major accomplishhis cabinet began advocating dis- leaving the job early. The policy
The Chrysler local already has whether Bridges is a member
front last
bursing lease and lend to needy is short-sighted, and if continued auctioned off five copies of "Harry of or affiliated with certain ment on the legislative
a permanent
up
to
set
was
week
the
on
clocks
in
time
will
result
Americans.
week-end ins
Bridges on Trial" for $16.50 and organizations; and whether labor lobby in Sacramento with
Some 500 union men and women gathered in San Francisco last leadership
docks.
and
200 more.
those oeganiaztions are pro- the cooperation of the state CIO
his
ordered
to
has
tribute
pay
TWO MEETINGS
to
opened,
Bridges
Harry
Members of the local should
before the second trial of
statto
(left
immigration
by
scribed
PLEDGE
table
speakers'
League.
Non-Partisan
memberthe
and Labor's
On this question the
use good judgment. Wait for the
express support in his fight. Here's just a few that sat at
Carrasco,
A pledge of $2,500 for the de- utes,
Herb
Jim San Jule, LNPL secretary,
local;
ship was strongly in favor of con- gang boss to give you the order
longshore
F
rancisco
San
secretary,
right):Ed Reite, financial
"We meet the first Issue has already set up headquarters
fense fund was made by President
organizer; Gene
tinuing our present policy of before stopping work.
California state labor commissioner; Dick Lyndon, ILWU warehouse
Eugene Paton of warehouse Local squarely with a positive denial. at the capital city's Hotel Berry.
meeting weekly.
CIO sec
California
Goldblatt,
Lou
Goldbatt,
Lou
Mrs.
secretary;
Burke, Marine Cooks
GANG STEWARDS
"As to the second issue, we
1-6, ILWU.
A long-range program for San
of the
chairman
Brother Keefe pointed out
and
local
A magnificent contribution of are in no position to state ofti- Francisco CIO activities in 1941
retary; Henry Schmidt, president San Francisco longshore
Dock and gang stewards meet
righ
that to meet only twice a
row,
front
the
In
secretary.
Federation
in
came
Maritime
stamps
what
Sauers,
or
accurately
dally, fully
$174 in defense
meeting; Bridges; Jay
has been submitted to local unions
month would be a step back- the second and fourth Tuesday of
R.
J.
and
warehousemen,
ILWU
the stewards' department on are the doctrines or beliefs of and will be considered finally at
to left, are Gene Patton, president San Francisco
ward and would be interpreted the month at Fishermen's hall from
prosecution's
the
knock
the President an organization with which the regular council meeting April
"We'll
On
d,
Lurline.
Bridgespredicte
SS
the
is
Next
TuesSt.
meeting
Clay
51
vice-president.
Robertson, ILWU
by the employers as a sign of
Pierce the stewards contributed Bridges is not now and has not 4th.
day. April 8, 8:00 p.m.
apathy.
case into a cocked hat."
a
any
total
Mariposa
in
the
connected
$117 and on
ever been
Looking forward to a steppedBrother Bulcke in his remarks POWDER TIME
way."
of $98.
up program. of organization, legispointed out that four meetings a
Gang foremen should show acFort Bragg longshore local 1-77
Gitlow was on the stand nearly lative activity and social service,
month worked a hardship on no tual time worked on powder in sent in $14.
three days, and during that time the CIO Council has presented a
one.
their time sheets.
A $30 contribution came in from he identified as prosecution ex- six-point plan of activities for 1941
If they worked in gangs, they
In many instances, where a warehouse local 1-26 in Los An- hibits around 120 documents, to member unions. The proposals
LOS ANGELES—Six hund
had four chances a month to be gang has worked a ten-hour day geles as part of their regular books, pamphlets and newspapers. will be submitted for adoption at
members have been org
new
present at a meeting. He also at the transport dock, part of the weekly contribution.
1-26
These ranged from Marx and the council meeting April 4.
ized
into warehouse local
pointed out that conditions at ten hours worked was spent workSan Francisco CIO Office Engers Communist Manifesto
SAN FRANCISCO.
Included in the long-range
declared in
was
it
here,
ILWU
present were so unsettled that ing on powder.
Workers contributed $5, as did written in 1848 to booklets pub- program are: Intensified orgaExpression of solidarity annual report made public last
weekly meetings were necessary
the Coos Bay CIO Council, the lished in 1930. No effort was nizing drives in unorganized inWhen the gang boss turned
with the struggle of the week by Secretary Charles Pf
to deal with the many problems in his time sheet, he marked
Klamath Basin district council made to link them with Bridges. dustries, particularly in steel
CIO strik- fer.
Allis-Chalmers
arising.
of the CIO Woodworkers, the
Gitlow's real purpose was to and utilities; establishment of a
$120.the time sheet as working on
months in Miltwo
out
ers
Wage increases of nearly
local
party
This matter will be one of the powder.
St. Helen's longshore
asert that the Communist
CIO center in San Francisco to
(Continued From Page 1.)
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expressed
were won in se
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waukee,
000
first orders of business at the
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If he had marked the actual ILWU 1-68, and the Allegheny believes in force and violence, Increase unity and coordination
apologized:
week in the following tele- victorious strikes involving
next meeting.
that the Communist party domin- among unions here; boosting ecution
accord
hours spent working powder, it Valley CIO Council.
women,
and
men
1,000
"There have been some who gram from Jay Sauers,
Following a r e contributions ates and controls any one of a the circulation of the Labor
would have been much easier for
WORKERS' PRESS
to the report.
half dozen organizations he nam- Herald and improving its cover- have tried to make it appear that Maritime Federation secrethe book keepers to keep track of from ships:
a
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The union is now engaged i
Contributions totaling $11 came ed, such as the International La- age; creating a permanent and this proceeding is inspired by the tary.
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24,
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who
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record
time
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week,
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When the question was de0. Eckmann, S. H. Davis, T. San- not.
reau for CIO members and their of his affiliation
the entire ten hours as being
express
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Coast,
F.
E.
they
draeo, D. Lusigan, J. Keefe,
cent.
bated on the floor, many brofamilies to assure full benefits munist party but because
put in working powder, the
WIlion, Oscar Anderson, and Charles ON THE CIO
disturb- whole - hearted support of
thers who spoke in favor of
Rainey.
Gitlow said that the Commun- for them from existing social wish to get rid of him as a
gang receives powder time only
MFOW members on the Presi- ist party in 1924 and '25 insti- legislation; and establishing a ing factor in industrial relations. your strike. The splendid
endorsing the drive pointed
for the hours in which powder
dent
Pierce contributed $22 as fol- tuted a policy of "boring from program of education, recreation PERSECUTION
example of solidarity which
out the need for a paper such
was actually worked.
lows:
as the People's World.
you have shown is one of
this
activities.
that
and
within the AFL"
and cultural
When powder is worked nights
"Many in their zeal even ason as fae
Mike Eckstein, T. De Chun, Dan policy "culminated
NEW YORK—As
success
in
The policy of the local daily or overtime, if the gang works O'Brian,
which all labor can be deepsecthis
conof
Minton,
issuing
Anderson,
RW4011111.
that the
serted
Union
Maritime
YOUNGSTOWN,Ohio—A strike
and evening papers should be 10 hours, 8 hours are charged Taylor, Bireau, Hessler, Alvarez, with the formation of the CIO."
gen- ly proud. An injury to one National
attorney
the
by
warrant
ond
negotiat
Burnell,
Tanares, Dodson,
cludes its present
That made a headline that vote brought a union contract for eral constitutes a persecution."
noted.
against the gang on their port Gonzalez,
is an injury to all."
Marcus, Mokay, Hillis, Stanovich,
on the
with the tanker companies
employes of the Ohio Edison Co.
day.
Erickson, Barr, Stone, Bollong.
Among the morning papers, the hours.
emhand
raising his
C
Goodwin,
American
CIO
the
the
of
members
the
of
The
members
following
coast,
east
week,
last
The third witness was Ferrell
By charging 8 hours when 10
Chronicle has taken a stand for
Association wil 5 President Cool- Schnering, also a Dies commit- Utility Workers Organizing Com- phatically, impressed the Hearst
SS
the
on
MFOW
munications
hours
are
actually
it
worked,
no
strikes
"all out" aid to Britain,
contract,
newspapers with his sincerity,
negotiations for a new
tee witness and, he admitted, a mittee.
In the so-called defense indus- equalizes earnings of the men idge contributed 317.85
declared, "Nothing could be
here.
Richard Rodriguez, lecturer on Communism for the
Ogilvie,
E.
G.
announced
was
It
who work penalty cargo in over- 0. Gomasetti, B. Ginsberg,
tries.
L.
further from the truth."
inThe ACA will demand wage
Timberlake. J. H. Mingilm. C. R. American Legion.
On the staff of the Chronicle, time hours.
Henry
Carlo,
court creases and other improvem
A.
L.
Hermelo,
Among other preliminary proStive,
circuit
States
United
The
mention
no
made
Schnering
When
brothers
work
penalty
full
the
advocate
editorial writers
Bernard. R. Zuhlke, J. McCarty, J.
ceedings, Judge Charles Sears of appeals will hear arguments on a boost over the present mini am
support of Britain, even to the cargo 10 hours in the daytime Stifel, V. E. Wirlanen, E. Keller, of Bridges whatsoever, but he
that the defense Was not to Monday, April 7, by defense coun- of $143.75 being among deinands.
MurJ.
.1.
ruled
Flynn.
Pamir,
W.
Joseph
memhis
about
talked freely
extent of convoying ships carry- which pays overtime rates they phy, 0. Monreal, J. Cullis, James
to have advance infor- sel for William Schneiderman,
allowed
be
bership in the Communist party
ing supplies to Britain with U. S. earn the equivalent of 15 hours Oda, D. McCord. 0. Ginsberg, W. R.
mation on who the witnesses state secretary of the Communist
Creris, E. Gonzales, R. Tick.
in Milwaukee from 1930 to
straight time.
naval auxiliaries.
On the SS Texan these MFOW 1985, when he was expelled.
NEW YORK. — John L. against Bridges were to be.
party, appealing against a deTo equalize the pay of those
As General Iron Pants Hugh
members gave a total of $16:
president of the UniLewis,
hour
half
a
Nor could the defense have a cision of a federal district court
least
He
spent at
Johnson comments, this policy brothers who work penalty cargo
Arthur Terry, H. J. Clint, D. F.
Workers, an- list of the specific charges.
cancelling his citizenship.
will invite reprisals from Ger- on nights, Sundays, and holidays, Waters, A. N. Westcott, S. Bom- describing in minute detail a ted Mine
Geo. Foy, V. Aldamo, Edgar meeting he had with farmers in
week that the
this
The defense charged that this
nounced
however, that if in
say,
did
He
man planes, naval units, and they are charged 8 hours on their hardo.
N. Thornton, Wm. Hales, John
port time, when they have ac- Geriak, Tani Timm, E. Jacobsen, Wisconsin one time and how he miners would refuse to sub- his judgment the defense needed a was political persecution because
will end in war.
J. H. Jennings, Joseph A. Joyner. got arrested and went. to court.
These writers advocating con- tually worked 10 hours.
to Pres. Roosevelt's "reasonable" time to investigate a of the Communist state secreThe black gang of the SS Ryder It had no bearing on the Bridges mit
To illustrate, a brother who
mediation new witness he would consider the tary's opinions and anti-war acvoying ships should be placed on
every
Hanify, MFOW, contributed $9 as case, but. it made good newspaper new 11-man
"and I've lived in hotels in
tivities.
plea.
the first convoy as observers has worked 10 overtime hours
se
of
strike
seven
present
the
board
the
in
port
important
follows:
copy.
walk -a
where their own hides would be on Sundays, holidays, or nights
Judge Sears, quite naturally,
200 rooms — short, level
400,000 soft-coal miners.
Leo D1 Marco. J. C. Brady, T. C.
Schnering said that he has
on powder or dynamite is
in danger.
objections
defense
raatall
Smith, M. Cambon, C. Fernald, AL
spring
overruled
Inner
points.
downtown
"We are not going to folhot
Cavanee, F. Grotten.
"worked only three days" in the
A number of these writers charged with 8 overtime hours,
tresses, plenty steam heat,
that the second trial be thrown
On the SS Scotia the following last 20 months, other than lectur- low this new formula that
were of military age in the last which equals 12 cumulative
ter. Sun deck, game room.
out on the grounds that it was
MFOW members gave $6.50:
M. ROSE'S
ing on communism before the seems to have been discovwar and stayed safely at home. hours.
jeopdouble
unconstitutional
an
Hugo Dl Nicola, Frederick Baeoe$3.00 Wk. up-75c DaY
This differential allows him a cini, Jack Cannon. Tony D. LaVez, American Legion and elsewhere. ered by the mediation bdard
The Examiner's stand on Euroardy, and waved somewhat im"The Communist dominated
in Washington, when they
pean intervention wobbles around credit of 8 cumulative hours to Jack Burns, Harvey Huddle.
patiently to all concerned to get
CIO wouldn't let me work at
so you can not tell from day to compensate him for working powwire strikers to go back to
about the business of the trial.
Buffet and Restaurant
my trade, an electric welder,"
day what stand the Examiner will der or dynamite in hours which
work and bust their strike
The first words spoken as the
lie said.
are overtime hours.
take.
and then come to Washing- trial came to order were "Is the 733-735 Loring Ave. Crockett
TWO POINTS
The bookkeepers in the hiring
Willy Hearst personally favors
ton and mediate for the alien present?" from Judge Sears.
Stressed continually by the
keeping out of the European hall again request that gang foreSAN FRANCISCO—In a speech
of it.
remnants
He then informed Bridges that
mess, while writers on his staff men turn in the social security on the deportation of Harry prosecution in its questions of
WorkMine
had the right to cell off the
United
he
"The
witnesses
committee
numbers of outside men who are Bridges before the fifth national these Dies
favor involvement.
by voluntarily leaving the
trial
menot
do
America
of
ers
But on a policy of tying the dispatched to them.
conference of the American Com- are two points—one, that the
country.
diate that way, and this
By so doing, they will expedite mittee for Protection of Foreign Communist party believes in
hands of labor and crushing the
Carol King, defense counsel with
present stoppage will not
labor movement under the guise the payment of wages earned by Born held in Atlantic City, Sat- force and violence, and, two,
be settled that way. It will Aubrey Grossman and Richard
of national defense, there is little these men.
urday, March 29, Oliver W. Salis- the Communist party instructed
doubt where the Examiner stands.
When no social security num- bury, vice president of the Ameri- union men to deny they are
be settled over the confer- Gladstein, declared:
"Mr. Bridges is fighting to
ber is given, the paymaster can Communications Association, communists when they feel it is
It stands for no curb on war
ence table."
has to hold up payment of stated that behind the attack on necessary to do so.
profiteering industries, while
stay in this country and become
The latter point is of special
wages while he secures this in- Bridges was the employers strateadvocating jailing union men
a citizen."
formation from the govern- gy "to destroy the maritime Interest, because it is obvious hearings the prosecution has atwho demand wage increases to
Thus the second trial got under
that. the prosecution hopes that tempted to bring in the IWW as
ment.
meet the increased cost of livunions, destroy their leaders."
and in a few moments, after
way,
to
a
and
subversive
through
organization
run
has
time
it
the
by
1399;
A.
A.
Lindfors,
E.
U.
ing.
"When the workers organize,"
Now that the trial of Harry Lindholm, 670; Karl Lindholm, said Salisbury, "it means that Its 25 stoolpigeon witnesses, all link it with the Communist party. a few more preliminaries, the first
This is part of the prosecu- prosecution witness took the stand
Bridges is under way, you can 2796; Chester Link, 4915; J. E. their living standards go up. The repeating the same thing, they
loot, for the Examiner to dish Linnett, 3973; Victor Lisdenis, 'orces that would deport Harry will be able to prove Bridges is tion's main point that it wants to —Benjamin Gitlow, expelled com2873; Patrick Liston, 2381; A. Bridges are opposed to that pro- a communist simply by i..aving deport Bridges because he was
Cut the dirt.
once a member of the IWW back munist and Dies committee witThe San Francisco News, an- Lindstrom, 369; Edwin I. Lind- gram. Their program is that Bridges deny it!
ness,
Constantly, throughout the in 1922.
DtbeC capitalist sheet, c 1 a1 in strom, 371; Eric Lindstrom, 2283. profits should go up."
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SEATTLE—The following is a letter sent by President A. E. Harding of the Maritime
Federation of the Pacific to Grand Secretary William L. Paul of the Alaska Native
Brotherhood, a fraternal order in Alaska of Alaska natives.

Salmon Packers Stall on
Alaska Agreement

SEATTLE.—The following is a0
letter sent by President A. E. try with the result that wages
"Were all native workers to
Harding of the Maritime Federa- are much lower and working
SEATTLE—Negotiations with the Canned Salmon Industry are still virtually at a
become affiliated with these
tion of the Pacific to Grand Sec- conditions far worse than in any
unions, it would mean the entire
standstill as a result of the persistent refusal of the Industry to seriously enter negotiaretary William L. Paul of the part of the United States.
industry, regardless of race,
tions in good faith.
Alaska Native Brotherhood, a
"The living standard of millions would be organized into powerIt is becoming more apparent
At the last meeting of the do- on receipt of this information, rec.
fraternal order in Alaska of Alas- of people in our southern states, ful unions which have the backdaily that Henry Van Hoevenberg, ordinating committee of Wash- ommended that the union writ(
ka natives.
in fact, closely approximates that ing of the entire Maritime Fedrepresenting the Industry, is far ington District Council No. I, of each individual packer, requesting
It was sent in reply to a letter of the working class of many of eration and for that matter the
more interested in fighting the the Maritime Federation, the CIO information as to Van Hoeven.
to Secretary Jay Sauers of the the poorer European nations.
backing of the entire CIO, with
unions than he is in arriving at cannery workers reported that berg's status as a negotiator.
Maritime Federation from Paul
the
exception
of the Machinists.
"The only way in which the
an agreement with them.
all meetings with the Industry
According to William Hecker,
Which declared that "our main natives of Alaska can protect and
This would not conflict with the
negotiating have been cancelled until such Seattle agent of the AFU, this
officials
and
Union
difference with the CIO and ALF increase their living standards is ANB as a fraternal organization.
committees have left no stone un- time as the Industry gets down to was done and replies received
Is that we believe in bargaining by joint economic and political As a matter of fact, were the
turned in their efforts to speed up the serious business of negotiating from each individual packer.
at each plant by a committee se- action with other workers, re- natives of Alaska to be affiliated
negotiations, even to the extent by submitting, in writing, a ful
These all indicated that Van
those
directly
lected from and by
gardless of race, working in the with the Maritime Federation
of seeking the services of a gov- counter proposal.
Hoevenberg is fully authorized
affected,"
unions, as well as being members
same industries.
ernmental mediation agency. Van NOT BINDING
to negotiate agreements for
of
the
ANB,
the
Brotherhood
itbe
"This,
in
turn,
can
only
Grand
Secretary
Paul,
Wm. L.
Hoevenberg has rejected this in
Last week it was reported that them and that such agreements
achieved by Alaska natives be- self would be greatly strengthened
Alaska Native Brotherhood
writing.
Van Hoevenberg had informed the as he may arrive at will be
as
our
affiliates would then be in
coming members of trade unions
Juneau, Alaska
He continues to haggle over negotiatiing committee of t h e binding.
a position to back you up in your
"Your letter of March 5th to having jurisdiction in those inThe coordinating committee, upThis information can only indiclauses in the agreements which
demands
cultural
for
improvedustries.
Jay Sauers, Maritime Federation
Alaska Fishermen's Union that cate that Van
Hoevenberg made
ments,
other
and
functions
of
a
in
previestablished
have been
"Maritime Federation affiliates
Secretary, has been referred to me
any decision he might make with the statement he did in a
deliberfraternal organization.
ous years. In particular, he the unions would not necessarily
for reply. In your letter you re- have jurisdiction in practically all
ate attempt to confuse the organ"This is the position of the
operbasis
processing
what
on
fishing
fish
and
quested to know
seeks to hammer away at the be binding with the various indi- izations and stall negotiations.
Maritime Federation of the Pacithe Alaska Native Brotherhood ations in Alaska.
union shop clauses and working vidual packers he purports to repfic
on
the
wholematter.
We
are
In the opnion cif the organiza"In these are employed Whites,
can cooperate with the Maritime
resent.
conditions already established.
heartedly
in
accord
with
the
protions seeking agreements, Van
Orientals or Indians—in many inFederation in Alaska.
gram of the ANB as long as it is
Hoevenberg is stalling the packers
"First, let us make it per- stances all three.
confined to that of a fraternal
he represents as well as the unions
"It stands to reason that If organization, and will support the
fectly clear that the Maritime
—leading them to believe that he
all are organized into one union, ANB in every way possible in
Federation of the Pacific has no
is exerting every effort to arrive
and bargain on an industry such
quarrel with the Alaska Native
endeavors.
at satisfactory agreements. Actubasis, benefits can be secured
Brotherhood.
"But our position is that it is
ally he is doing nothing of the
"On the contrary, we are whole- which would be an utter ima serious mistake for the ANB
sort.
by
an
organization
possibility
heartedly in sympathy with the
to attempt to assume the obliANNOYED
brotherhood and willing tocooper- on a racial basis with bargaingations of collective bargaining,
SAN FRANCISCO.—Following are excerpts from the It was further revealed that the
Here's a shot of the United Automobile Workers' picing at each individual plant by
ate with it to the fullest extent.
as to do so would result in nothket line in front of the General Motors plant in Oakland. report of Percy Duque, Alaska Workers Union local No. 5, steamship companies are becoma committee selected from and
ing but a breaking down of
However, we wish to bring out
strike was provoked by the lockout of 26 welders who CIO, delegate to the recent California Youth Legislature ing annoyed with these stalling
The
by
those
directly
affected
in
wages and working conditions
that the ANB is a fraternal ortactics.
wouldn't
stand for the speed-up system requiring produc- convention held in Berkeley:
each plant, as suggested in your
for all, residential and "outside"
ganization for Alaska Indians.
California youth legisla- C>
The
letter.
bodies
car
an
won
this
week.
tion
of
55
hour.
It
was
During the latter part of
labor,
Whites, Natives and Ori"As such, it is an organization
ture's convention was held in the union now program or democracy March a communication was
"In the first instance, the de- entals alike.
that can do a great deal for the
Longfellow school in Berkeley, will fall.
addrsesed to Van Hoevenberg
mands of the workers are backed
"Therefore, in reply to your
natives of the territory; such as
from March 14 to March 16. It
He said that our first line of by the Alaska Steamship Comup
by
the
entire
Maritime
Federquestion
as
to
ANB
what
basis
the
carrying on an active campaign
was a gathering of all people corn- defense is Britain and if Britain pany warning that a "bottleation of the Pacific and by the can cooperate with the Maritime
for additional schools and hosing from all of the different or- falls, the hope of jobs, democracy, neck" would be created in transvarious Internationals, which in Federation of the Pacific, we recpitals, and in general seeking to
ganizations of youths, churches, and jobs is lost.
portation if crews were disturn are backed by the entire CIO. ommend that all members of the
promote the cultural well being of
On the other hand Mr. Biber- patched in large numbers at the
social clubs, fraternal and labor
ANB
be
"In
the
urged
to
latter
instances,
immediately
besugAlaska natives.
organizations all over the state. man, representing the American last minute.
"The Maritime Federation of gested by your letter, the demands come affiliated with the Maritime
The letter, while anti-labor in
Friday night, March 14, of the peace mobilization spoke a differthe Pacific is wholly in accord are backed up by nobody except Federation unions which are
By BJORNE HALLING
convention could be more or less ent language on the vital issue of tone, pointed out that a great
the handful employed in each in- fighting for a higher standard of
With such a program.
many people must be carried
be called an international night, today.
Secretary CIO Maritime Committee
living for workers employed in
"In this connection, you will dividual plant.
Biberman, speaking for the north this year to work in dethe
for
the participants of the evening
fishing
"Our
and
canning
afMaritime
Federation
operations
recall that the Third All Alaska
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A little over a month ago, the were speakers of the different na- American peace mobilization com- fense industries now in progress
Labor Conference, held in Ju- filiates are anxious to secure the of Alaska."
1941 attack on the radio operators and their union, the tionalities voicing the tune of mittee, analyzed the issue in- in Alaska.
Yours very truly,
neau January 28-31, 1941, spon- affiliation of Alaska natives.
"Locals of the UFU, AFU,
A. E. HARDING, American Communications Association, was launched at unity of all the people regardless volved in the present crisis in Eu- Such shipments, the communisored by the Maritime Federaand
of their race, color, religion and rope, that it is not a war to cation went on to say, must have
CR&PWSFU
are
established
President, Maritime Federation hearings on HR 2074.
tion of the Pacific, went on recestablish democracy, but a war be- priority, indicating that somebody
This bill would abolish the retheir political beliefs.
of the Pacific
ord concurring in a resolution In Alaska.
tween two imperialistic countries will get hurt if an abnormal sitquireme.nt that ship radio opera- organizations which have rallied
Miss Ruth Oveness of San
urging the immediate constructors must have six months sea to their support in the drive to Jose youth council, made a fighting for control of weaker na- uation is created in the transportion of hospitals and sanitaria
before being eligible for a defeat HR 2662, the notorious speech in the form of a report tions for the purpose of exploita- tation industry because of the
service
for the native population of the
first class license which authorizes Dirksen bill, should immediately of the town hall meeting held at tion.
packers' inability or refusal to
territory.
Biberman further cited the arrive at an agreement until the
them to serve as the only radio op- turn their attention to defeating Washington, D. C., where 6,000
"The services of the Maritime
case of India as a proof Britain last minute.
erator on a vessel.
both HR 2074 and HR 3364.
delegates from all over the
Federation of the Pacific and all
is not fighting for the establishAt that time, the combined forcLetters in opposition to both United States assembled but unThese apparent contradictions
progressive sections of organized
ment of a democracy. The Irish
es of the shipowners and their bills should go to your congress- fortunately were not allowed to
between Van Hoevenberg and the
labor are ati the disposal of the
people
have
been
fighting
for
operators
union
CTU-AFL
radio
man,
Brotherhood in such matters at
voice opposition on the famous
individual packers, between the
Independence for 800 years and
stooge, Fred Howe, attempted to
all times.
Industry and their officials, is
NEW YORK.—Full support was called for to the News- undermine the position of the In addition, letters opposing HR lease-lend bill.
are still not free.
"The ANB, however, cannot go
2074, the anti-six-month law,
likely to create a situation most
The California youth legislature
He further cites quotations of
paper Guild strike against the Jewish Day by CIO President ACA.
beyond this point.
should be sent to Chairman Schuy- is fighting tooth and nail for jobs
any day which might suddenly boil
Mr.
Attlee,
member
of
parliament
exactly
a
month
later,
Almost
"By its nature and composition, Philip Murray, in answer to attacks on the strike as a
ler 0. Bland, house merchant ma- for the millions of youths who
over to the subsekuent embarrassof
Britain
is
that
the
government
Comthe New York Journal of
is cannot assume the functions of
rine & fisheries committee, and on are unemployed and for the
ment of the Industry.
of the Amalgamated Clothing merce pointed out editorially that the
a labor organization and secure "communist plot" by leaders <.>
lane bill, HR 3364, protests preservation of civil liberties and separated from the people and as
a fact the people have not a
"Congressional action is looked for should be sent to Ed V. Izac and
collective bargaining agreements Workers.
people chance of voicing their opinion by
Three officers of the New York the strike and has asked the soon in the direction of tightening Clarence F. Lea, chairman house the rights of labor of the
With the Canned Salmon Industry
color, creed means of vote for they have never
joint board of the Amalgamated membership of its several affili- up Government control over the interstate and foreign commerce regardless of race,
with any degree of success.
and political beliefs.
held an election for five years.
"The fact that its membership have condemned the strike as a ates to lend every practical sup- type of radio operators employed committee.
Saturday night session can
After the debate the vote was
is limited to Alaska natives makes plot on the part of the Newpaper port toward its successful cul- in the American merchant maThe attack on the ACA continnever be forgotten in the minds taken. Only 13 delegates voted
rine," and added:
Guild to "destroy the Yiddish lib- mination.
this impossible.
ues ashore. Without advance no"There is strong feeling in tice, Senator Wheeler, chairman of of all the delegates to the conven- for aid to Great Britain.
"Experience has taught us that eral and labor press."
"A statement accredited to an
Many other actions of the conboth maritime and naval circles the subcommittee of the senate in- tion, for it was indeed the most
Additionally, Frank Rosenblum, officer of the CIO denouncing
organization must be on an inthat increasing Importance of terstate commerce committee, in- interesting part of the convention. vention cannot be taken up in this
dustrial basis; that all workers in acting president of the Amalga- the strike and stating that it is
an industry must be organized re- mated, issued a statement sup- communistically inspired is the merchant marine in the vestigating the telegraph industry, Tile issue raised was jobs, de- report as it would take too
much space and for this reason we
present international emergency announced that hearings will be mocracy and peace.
gardless of race, creed or color. porting the management of the without foundation in fact and
Dr. Leak of University of Cali- recommend that everyone ask for
demands more care by ship op- held on May 5, 1941.
"Any attempt to organize on a paper.
has been made without consultaerators in the employment of
racial basis is doomed to failurc.
Murray's statement follows:
Although the ACA in 1939 fornia, Berkeley, represented the a copy of the convention proceedSEATTLE — Pushing fortion with either the officers of
ship personnel to lessen the pos- pushed for passage of senate reso- committee of all out aid to Great ings at 83 McAllister street, San
"To prevent the possibility of
"If this is done, the employers
the Newspaper Guild or the ofward with an extensive spring
Britain,
point
that
with
foreign
stressed
to
the
Francisco,
full
sibility
of
persons
to
get
particulars
are in a position to pit one race
misunderstanding in the ranks
lution No. 95, under which these
ficers of the CIO.
organizational drive, CIO Inbeliefs being placed in key po- hearings are being held for the we must unite with Britain in a of the convention.
against the other, thereby breakof labor concerning the strike
"The
strike
is
a
Woodworkers of
legitimate
ternational
one
sitions aboard vessels."
ing down wages and working
which is now being conducted
purpose of securing a real investiand the workers involved there- THREE MEASURES
this week
America
announced
by the Newpaper Guild against
conditions for all.
gation of the telegraph industry,
in are entitled to the wholethe chartering of 15 new lo"By way of illustration, we need a newspaper commonly known
used no investigation has taken place.
National
defense
again
is
hearted support of the CIO and
cals, indicating a 300 percent
only to cite the deplorable con- as the 'Jewish Day,' I desire to
Instead, it Is apparent that
to hide a combined Governmentits affiliates.
ditions of workers in the Deep reiterate here the position of the
jump in the rate of membershipowner-AFL attac k. These the combined pressure of the InThe strike was called when the groups, interested in isolating and dustry, the federal communicaSouth.
CIO with regard to that controship growth.
"There, race is pitted against versy.
management fired six Guild mem- weakening the ACA, are concen- tions commission and the deThe IWA recently won a smashrace; whites against the Negroes
"The CIO through its national bers and cut the pay of seven trating their attention on three fense communications board,
ing triumph over mighty Weyerand both against Mexicans.
officers has officially approved others.
will use these hearings for the
measures:
haeuser when a crew of Willapa
"This has precluded the possSEATTLE—Plans for organizing a Harry Bridges De- Harbor loggers, members of TWA
purpose of trying to push
1. HR 2074, the bill described
ibility of any united action
through an immediate merger fense Committee on a state-wide basis are under way here, Local 262 at Lebam, Wash., comabove which limits the 6 month
against employers in ay Indusof the land-line companies, following a meeting of the Seattle Defense Committee this pelled the company to cease disexperience requirement;
Western Union and Postal Tele- week at ILWU Warehousemen's Hall.
2. HR 2662, the Dirksen bill,
crimination against four of its
graph, and of the various forwhich would revoke all present
members after a four-day strike.
Bellingham, Snohomish County.
eign companies without considradio licenses and require maSpreading its efforts to every
and North Bend have committees during the course of the trial.
eration for the interests of the
rine radio operators to come up
set up and according to latest inHowever, the attitude of the sector of the industry where
built
employees
who
have
the
SEATTLE.—Nat Honig, Seattle
SAN PEDRO—Contributions to before an admittedly biased
formation received from them station is definitely one denying new organization Is urgently in
The Favorite Place
Industry over a period of many
Post-Intelligencer employee, who the Webster - Smallman Defense agency for renewal of their lidemand, the international anticthey are functioning in splendid freedom of speech.
years, or of the public.
has taken an active part in the committee continued as the trial censer, and would do much the
ipated the rapid rate of advance
fashion.
Attempts
to
have
the
station
red-baiting campaign against pro- of the two union men grew nearer same as
Difficulties are arising in ob- sponsor an open forum discussion would be maintained during
3364,
reintroduced
by
3. HR
gressive union leaders, was ar- conclusion, according to word
taining radio time to present on the merits of the second de- April, with special concentrarested by Seattle police last week from Frank Staats, National Mari- Congressman Ed V. lzac on
case to the public. The portation trial of Harry Bridges tion on plywood and boxshook
Bridges'
February 17, 1941, which is the
on complaint of the Stores Pro- time Union dispatcher here.
as well as logging and sawmill
network stations, espe- were also refused.
powerful
Chas. "Red" Eisenberg, Mgr.
same as HR 10446, introduced
tective association that he had
operations.
Following are ships' crews that
Columbia's KIRO in Seattle,
cially
The Alaska Steamship Company
in the last session of congress.
stolen books from the Frederick & have donated since March 17:
The IWA's organizational adselling refused to allow a member of the
giving
or
in
reluctant
are
Unlike the Dirksen bill and HR
Nelson department store.
vance during March has taken
Robert Luekenbach, $1.50; El Costime.
any
C.—The
LaMarine
Cooks'
&
Stewards'
WASHINGTON,
D.
2074, which are before the house
Old Time Member
Honig was taken to police head- ton, $5,00; Vincent, $9.00; Joesse3s,
place since the former organizaThe position taken by KIRO Bridges Defense Committee to go
Dugan, $5.00.
committee on merchant marine Follette civil liberties committee
quarters by Detective Fr an It $5.00;
tional director, Adolph Germer,
Shawnee. $15.00; Pan New York,
& fisheries, the lzac bill has in its report to the senate last Is that they fear that if Bridges' aboard one of the company's has been eliminated from the camMarine Firemen's Union
Borneman, head of the bad check $5.00; Camtana, $5.00; La Perla, $5.00.
air
put
on
the
the
be
the
issues
inthat
ships
to
explain
Monday,
March
31,
stated
case
was
to
$5.00;
Oceania,
Phoenix,
$5,00;
El
been referred to the committee
detail.
paign by the international execuEspatta, $5.00; Jos. Lykes,'$5.00.
on interstate and foreign com- bloodshed and violence of the It would tend to bring on legis- volved to the members of the tive board.
Borenman said Honig admitMorMacsul, $5.00; Oultwave, $5.00;
little steel strike in 1937 was the lation similar to laws now exist- Union aboard the ship.
Gilliland, $5.011; Caen White, $5.00;
merce.
ted taking books from the store.
Germer was removed at the
Argentina, $50.00.
The refusal was based on the
The provisions of HR 3364 are result of the law violations of the ing in England where discussion
The police officer said that the
Trimoontain, $5.00; Cardonla, $5.00;
close of February.
prohibited
position
that
the
committeeat
law
is
case
of
a
steel
substantially
those
in
companies.
similar
to
Ronald Brydon, $190; Santa Teresa,
accused had made financial res$3,50; Coastwise, $5.00,
man's sole purpose was to solicit
The report covered the strikes
the section of the Dirksen bill
titution and that no formal
Culfmaid, $5.00; Exford, $5.00;
Expert Watch Repairing
fre- funds.
which
involved
155,000
men
when
authorities,
acting
forcement
dealing
with
ACA
which
provides
Levall
Point,
$5.00;
Llscomb,
$5.00;
charges were brought.
Shemin., $5.90.
The issue has been referred to
that licenses shall be refused to the CIO conducted an organizing quently under the pressure and
According to police, Honig had
Attorneys—Sailors' Union of
City Omaha. $5.00; 111-onterey, $6.80;
of Republic clamor directed against the strike Secretary Burke of the Marine
been trailed from the store to his Monterey, $10.50; Cleveland Br., or revoked from persons who are drive in the plants
the Pacific, Portland •
418 W. 6th St.
$1.00,
action
for
immediate
Cooks
Bethlehem
Steel
officials
and
citizens'
Steel
corporation,
members of the Communist party,
by company
Phone 0456
San Pedro, Calif. home the day previous to his arTexas City Br., $5.00; M. Hedley
Associatoin
with the Shipowners
ti0e; Cafalon. $5.00; Liberty the German-American bund or corporation, Youngstown Sheet & committees,
rest. His name and occupation
61o, $5.00.
of the Pacific.
"It goes without saying," says
any other organization subject to Tube company and the Inland
was learned.
1003 CORBETT BLDG.
The rank and file committee
foreign control which engages in Steel company.
the report, "that a nation canThe next day Honig returned to
Seattle
longshormen
of
the
5th and Morrison
of
itself
in
the
name
political activity.
not arm
The LaFollette committee's
the book department. He was aphave collected approximately
This
it
permits
this
proposed
part
democracy
if
legislation
is
senate
said
"the
report
to
the
prehended outside the store by
$65.00 in voluntary contribuof the general attack on the labor bloodshed, bitterness and eco1245 So, Center St.
democratic idea) to be defaced
Phone 1240
representatives of the Store Protions
movement which is becoming so nomic disorganization of comby the refusal of certain emImported and Domestic Goods
4 tective association in possession
SAN FRANCISCO
The committee is still workAccording common in Washington these days. munities resulting from the
ployers to accord their workmen
Nick Pericleh
Tony Pericichi of two volumes. Police were suming to get more donations from
Matt Perlelch
Under the guise of looking for
the dignity and equality of
Vincent Karmelleht moned and he was taken to head- to Lloyd's register of shipping,
'little steel' strike might have
British shipyards are turning out "reds" in the merchant marine
the members which will be in
treatment which they give to
easily have been avoided had the
quarters.
more than a ship a day.
addition to the $1.00 assessment
and trying to find messages
their colleagues and competicompanies conformed to the
During the past several
that the membership voted on.
Recently during a period of two from Moscow, if this bill is
tors ... such conduct challenges
laws of the United States, inmonths Honig has been a witThe rank and file committee
the nation's domestic authority,
stead of ranging their com1605 Center St.
ness In trade unions trials weeks, 16 cargo vessels were corn- passed the government agencies
is functioning with the authority
with
pleted
totaling
jurisdiction
over
radio
69,850
tons.
oprespect
of
labor
for
the
weakens
Business Phone 5873
a
economic
strength
bined
and
against progressive union leadThese British built ships added erators will have a field day try4 Residence Phones 2125, 4965W
national aims, and destroys the of the Seattle Harry Bridges Dethe prestige and influence of
ers, charging them with being
fense Committee.
to those scheduled to be built in ing to get rid of the militant
sense of unity and common efMartin V. Tipieh
their employer associations in
communists.
this country for Great Britain will members in the ACA and other
John A. 51ardeeich
fort."
opposition to collective bargainDairy products, groceries, servput British tonnage way ahead of marine organizations.
ice station and electrical appliing."
American tonnage in spite of their
Nothing has shown as clearly as
ances, Owned and operated by
I.0.4.0.•••••••••••.11..0.1.•••.1.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The report further stated that
GLENDALE, W. Va. — CIO
heavy losses,
the attack on the ACA the need an exhaustive analysis had been United Paper, Novelty and Toy
union men, fishermen, longshoremen, carpenters and sawS
of immediate formation of a na- made of the four most serious Workers Union in an NLRB elecGood Eats
Tobaccos
427 So. Harbor Blvd.
mill workers.
SACRAMENTO—A bill to out_ tionwide industrial union, taking riots that had occurred during the tion at the Marx Toy company
BEER—WINE
San Pedro
Special attention given to ,
law strikes for the purpose of en- in all CIO personnel aboard ship, strike and they found that:
won a sweeping victory when the
1183 West Broadway
ON TAP
fishermen's orders
forcing union shop agreement has DEFEAT BOTH
the col"The
origin
of
these
riots
can
as
chosen
CIO
union
was
Beer—Lunches—Wines
Long Beach, Calif.
Opposite ILWU Hall
been introduced into the California
by
a
traced
to
the
biased
or
intembargaining
agency
be
lective
All Mixed Drinks
Maritime
unions
of
all
kinds,
Phone 605-18
ABERDEEN, WASH.
legislature.
0“6.0.11.0.11.0.11.11.1,14.0.41.4.11.0.11.11.0.0.11$0.4
and other labor and progressive perate conduct of local law en- vote of 598 to 18 last week.
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Who Advocated the
Right ILWU Policy?
M

find
ARITIME workers, and especially longshoremen, can this
issued
statement
the
in
a lot of interesting material
and
Harry Bennett, personnel director for Henry Ford
by
week
America.
in
-rank
high
of
without doubt the most anti-labor thug
simple recogThe Ford workers are on strike in Detroit for them by the
on
forced
nition of their union, a strike which was
nation, Henry
most widely recognized enemy of unions in the
breast.
his
on
Hitler
Ford. who wears a medal frnin Adolph
press
commercial
the
by
The Ford strike is hailed by Bennett,
for
strike
—a
"revolution
and the politicians in Washington, as
Workers!
recognition of their union, the CIO Auto
who
A few months ago, there were some in longshore ranks
the
one
the
than
contract
talked oliblv of striking for a better
strike.
a
without
signed,
present ILWU leaders negotiated and
famous
It sounded very militant. After all it was through two present
their
established
and heroic strikes that the longshoremen
work
power. It worked then, was the reasoning, why wouldn t it
House—let's
White
again. There was a friend of labor in the
knock out some of these phony clauses.
Well, take a look at the headlines in the papers and read
what the politicians and the rest are saying about the Ford strike
and the Allis-Chalmers strike.
Who advocated the right policy?
Testimony in the Bridges trial is paralleled in many ways
by Bennett's statement, and if anyone has been disposed toward
believing some of the testimony, then compare it with the point
of view expressed by Bennett.
Benjamin Gitlow's contribution had .little relation to Bridges,
and he was thrown in to cop headlines and slander the CIO.
It is of real significance, though, that his statements almost
exactly duplicate remarks in the statement by Henry Ford's personnel director.
Bennett said: "This strike, with the many other strikes
throughout the nation, is the result of a gigantic communist conspiracy to paralyze the industrial life of our nation.
"The purpose of the communist party, as the direct agency of
a foreign country, Soviet Russia, is to bring about the complete
industrial and economic breakdown which not only will interfere with our national defense program, but which the communists hope to convert into the revolutionary situation out of which
will come their expected dictatorship of the proletariat ...
We are opposed, on the other hand," said Bennett, speaking officially for a man who wears a medal from Hitler on his
breast, "to all forms of totalitarian government, whether Communist, Fascist, or Nazi ...
, That's a hot one all right. Henry Ford, the greatest industrial
dictator in the world, being opposed to "totalitarianism."
You could take that statement of Bennett's and substitute it
,word for word for at least a dozen speeches by any one of a
dozen characters in the northwest, and nobody would ever know
the difference.
The ILWU leadership that obtained the present longshore
contract, without a strike, is the kind of leadership that doesn't
believe in red-baiting speeches. Bridges, for example, has said
that many times, and he's under fire because he refuses to back
up on this principle.
But, judging from the results for the membership, it's a good
Idea to oppose red-baiting and to maintain a sensible, far-sighted
determined policy toward collective bargaining and politics.
At least, you don't get caught repeating word for word the
statements of ex-Communst stoolpigeons and Henry Ford's
anti-labor thug, Harry Bennett.

Homer Martin Comes
Home to Father
DETROIT----Homer Martin, former CIO Auto Workers president, until
expelled, now an employe of the service department of the Ford Motor company, "anncenced today he had been hired by President William Green of the
AFL to organize Ford Motor employes," United Press reported.
SAN FRANCISCO—George Meany, national secretary-treasurer of the
AFL, said here In an interview in the press that the CIO strike at the Ford
plant in Detroit "is mob rule."
Meany is a "labor" member of President Roosevelt's new 11-man national
Mediation board.

NE OF the outstanding authorities on "communism" in the

entire history of the American labor movement was Homer
()
Martin, one-time president of the CIO Auto Workers.
Martin could see a 'red' or a 'subversive' where others
merely saw an honest militant fighting for democracy in his union
and improved wages and conditions.
Last week the kind of policies advocated by Homer Martin
reached the logical end of the road, according to statements in
the CIO Auto Workers' official Ford organizing paper.
"Martin was one of the company representatives in negotiations" between the CIO and Ford concerning reinstatement
of men fired for union activity, the paper declared.
-The incident brought into full view the complete and final
treachery of Homer Martin."
Maritime workers can do well to remember the career of
Homer Martin, and where it has led to, the next time somebody
tells them that -driving the reds out of the unons" is the main
Issue these days instead of more wages and better hours.

Ford Statement on
s
Auto Worker
The statement be-

Vic Johnson's

The Dictator
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NEW YORK — The papers
are whooping it up for the
Yugoslays. The editorial writers are running out of adjectives to describe them. The
are all the nice democratic
words in the book, the heroesiii==04
of this milieu.
Now the Yugoslays are not s
nice people. The kingdom o
the Croats, Slovenes and Serbs441
has a history of conflict, inne
bickering, street-rioting, assassination. They are a vigorous,
violent people. They shouted .
and sang and rioted and chasedstiej
their government out of power
and put government in jail.
Of course, our sympathies
are with them. No English
isli
channel separates them fromov
Hitler, no delusion of an impenetrable Maginot line stands
all
between them and the Nazior
rolling-stock acrossi the bor-

SAN FRANCISCO.—
low, issued by Henry Ford's personnel director, Harry Bennett, is a genuinely classic assertion of a labor hater's philosophy.
Some of the phrases will sound familiar—
very much like a few people within labor's ranks,
unfortunately. Read the editorial in the next
column.
Here's the statement:
"For several months, this communist-controlled union has been clamoring for an election
at the Rouge plant.
"This strike, on the very eve of a decision
by the National Labor Relations Board on the
union's petition for an election is very significant.
"It is clear that the union's main object is
not an election but is, rather to tie up another
large American industry and thus cripple the
national defense program.

25%

Criminal Seizure
"The strike, which was begun by a criminal
seizure of the rolling mill in a sit-down strike on
Tuesday afternoon, was abandoned in favor of
an all-out communistic demonstration on the
highways leading to the Rouge plant this morning.
"Union members trained by communists in
the Moscow manner were imported from other
plants to create a false impression of strength.
"They threw a double barricade across all
Important highways, seized control of railroad
facilities to block all entrances to the plant, and
stopped all employes, by terroristic methods and
strong-arm tactics, from entering the factory,
In violation of state criminal laws.
"The rank and file of the CIO membership is,
undoubtedly composed of good American citizens, with their country's best interest at heart.
"They have been misguided, however, by a
group of communist leaders who, notwithstanding their protestations of love for the workingman are not interested in either the welfare of
the workers or the national defense of America.
'This strike, with the many other strikes
through the nation, is the result of a gigantic
communist conspiracy to paralyze the industrial
life of our nation.

Charges Red Plot
"The purpose of the communist party, as the
direct agency of a foreign country, Soviet Russia,
is to bring about the complete industrial and
economic breakdown which not only will Interfere with our national defense program, but
which the communists hope to convert into the
revolutionary situation out of which will come
their expected dictatorship of the proletariat.
"We have positive proof to support our description of communist intrigue in the CIO.
"The public knows that we have asked the
national labor relations board to subpena certain
outstanding communist leaders and fellow travelers of the communist party, both in and out of
the CIO.
"The oral argument before the national labor
relations board this coming Saturday (April 5)
will furnish Us the opportunity to renew this
request.
"We are hopeful that our request for subpenas will be granted to afford us the opportunity to present documentary proofs which, we
believe, will convince not only the employes of
the Ford Motor company but the nation as well
that a terrible menace confronts our country
today.

Deny Responsibility
"We believe that our country and its democratic form of government expresses the hopes
and ambitions of a free people and must be preserved and defended at all costs.
"We are opposed, on the other hand, to all
form of totalitarian government, whether Communist, Fascist or Nazi.
"However, we did not create the situation
whereby the communists gained control and
domination of the CIO. We are confronted with
that condition, and we must deal with it accordingly.
"We believe it is against public policy to force
any American industrialist to deal with an organization whose policy, program and ultimate
action are determined by a foreign power.
"We do not believe that the president of the
United States or the governor of Michigan will
condone unbridled lawlessness created by communists—lawlessness which deprives American
citizens of their right to work and seriously
Jeopardizes the national defense program."

HARRY H. BENNETT,
Personnel Director.

Aid to Axis

Exports From U. S.
To Japan and
Italy Increased
NEW YORK — American exports to
Japan and other Axis powers (against
whom U. S.'s "national defense" program
is aimed) increased in 1940 over 1939,
according to statistics made public here
this week by Labor Research Association.
Here are figures for exports in 1939 and
1940, covering the first 11 months of both years:
1939
1940
Copper, refined (lbs.)
215,599,000 225,017,000
Gasoline (barrels)
1,040,000
2,515,000
Douglas fir (feet)
33,145,000
42,332,000
Tinplate (lbs.)
511,000
20,695,000
Iron and steel bars and
rods (lbs.)
52,164,000 231,094,000
Iron, steel plates lbs.)
1,613,000
6,901,000
Steel ingots (tons)
69,000
235,000
Steel sheets (lbs.)
691,000
18,862,000
Strips, hoops, etc., Iron
and steel (lbs.)
890,000
39,677,000
Total exports from United States to Japan increased in the first 11 months of 1940—latest
figures available—from $204,620,000 for the same
period in 1939 to $207,854,000.
Japan is America's largest copper buyer249,277,000 pounds In 1939, and an Increased
amount In 1940.
Italy increased copper purchases from the
United States during the first 11 months of
1940. In the entire year of 1930 Italy bought
56,029,000 pounds of copper from the U. S. and
In the first 11 months of 1940 jumped to 67,673,000 pounds.
DETROIT.—The CIO United Auto Workers
declared last week before the Ford strike broke
out that "foremen and bosses" are handing out
AFL membership cards in the Ford plants here,
and that Frank X. Martel, president of the Detroit AFL council, was escorted through the
plant by a company officiaL
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A double threat to working people is industry a la Henry Ford and the steel barons
trying to run rough shod over the democratic rights of organized labor. They not only
use the big stick to sma,:h strikes, but they boost the cost of living and try to starve
organized labor off the picket line. But the CIO is fighting back, and dictator industry
is not riding so easy.

The President Says
By A. E. HARDING
President of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific
rrHE lend-lease bill has passed,
and it looks very much as
though Pacific coast longshoremen and seamen on both coasts
are going to be the first to get
it in the neck. Particularly the
longshoremen. The word is now
out from Washington that first
step in the all-aid to Britain
program which the lend-lease
bill provides is to bridge the
Atlantic with ships.
These ships are to be taken
off the inter-coastal trade and
placed at the disposal of the
Empire. This may or may not
save the Empire.
It is even more questionable
what it will do for democracy.
But it's a cinch that it's going
to hit the maritime workers,
particularly the longshoremen,
where it hurts most, in their
pocket books.
The Maritime Federation of
the Pacific, the CIO nationally
and progressive sections of the
AFL protested passage of this
measure. Despite terrific opposition, it was washed to President Roosevelt's desk under an
avalanche of "save democracy"
propaganda.
First immediate result was
another huge appropriation
running into the many billions
of dollars.
That, of course, bodes no
good for the future and brings
to mind the terrific and devastating depression this country
Is in for at some future date as
John L. Lewis has repeatedly
warned. However, it cannot be
felt Immediately.
Now, no less an authority
than the Pearson and Allen
column informs us that the intercoastal ships are to be
turned over to Britain.
There are some 113 ships plying intercoastal, which have
been the bread and butter for a
good many longshoremen, not
to mention the crews.
There is some question as to
just how this will be accomplished inasmuch as the intercoastal carriers are privately
owned.
Two courses are open; to
take them over and come to
terms with the owners later or
to buy them outright.
No trouble is anticipated with
the owners who have shown no
hesitancy since the outbreak of
hostilities in peddling their
ships as long as a fat profit
was immediately insured.
Let's not be carried away
with the idea that Pearson and
Allen were letting out a lot of
hot air.
It will be recalled that they
have called the turn on administration maneuvers on the entire defense program with uncanny accuracy. They are, in
fact, administration spokesmen.
Their article pointed out that
the railroads would be perfectly
capable of handling the additional tonnage now carried by
ships. They admitted the cost
wou!d be higher hut smoothed
this out by remarking that this
Is the price for national defense.
This was a polite way of saying that in addition to knocking out thousands of jobs for
longshoremen and seamsn while
the shipowners make fortunes
selling these ships, prices will
be boosted right down the line
because the railroads cannot
handle this freight as cheap as
water carriers.
At the bottom of their article

they carried a little note that
after this transfer of freight
ships, destroyers and light
cruisers would come next for
convoy work.

Strike Breaking
Labor was shocked last week
by the announcement that Secretary of Navy Knox and OPM
Director William Knudsen had
issued an ultimatum to the
United Automobile Workers
striking the Allis - Chalmers
plant in Milwaukee, ordering
them to come to terms with the
msnagement.
The company had blacklisted
1,000 CIO members. Knudsen
and Knox ordered the 7,800

pers smashed the picket line of
the same union and arrested 82
pickets.
In Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,
state police attack the CIO
Steel Workers picket line. Bethlehem Steel, which has secured
$1,250,000 worth of government
contracts, defies the laws of the
land, refuses to recognize the
CIO and fosters a company
union.
However, organized labor Is
no longer a step child. The
Farm Equipment Workers militant stand is getting results in
Indiana and Chicago. In Bethlehem, 18,000 steel workers are
picketing with bloody bandages
covering wounds Inflicted by
police clubs, comforted with the
knowledge that their militancy
has forced the company into
negotiations.
In Milwaukee, the AllisChalmers automobile workers
are solid. Phillip Murray, CIO
president, sent a communication to Knox and Knudsen, condemning them for their strike
breaking attempt.

Bridges' Hearings

A. E. HARDING
strikers back to work without
waiting for the company to stop
promising to blacklist these
men.
On March 1st Sidney Hillman
and Knudsen submitted to the
Allis-Chalmers workers a proposal with the understanding
that if accepted by the workers,
Hillman and Knudsen would insist upon its acceptance by the
management.
The Allis-Chalmers workers
accepted the proposal. The company turned it down cold. As a
result, the Allis-Chalmers workers were locked out by the management.
Knox and Knudsen, instead
of turning the heat on the company, blast the union and ordered them back to work.
This they attempt to justify
on the grounds that the company has war orders amounting
to $45,000,000.
Organized labor is beginning
to ask: how far is this thing to
go?
Under the name of national
defense employers do exactly
as they please. They refuse to
bargain collectively with their
employees as required by law,
they cut wages and violate
agreements as they please, they
lock out employees.
Yet when labor is forced to
employ its economic strength to
protect itself, it's a different
story. Strikers are blasted from
one end of the country to the
other by the press and accused
of sabotaging national defense.
In Chicago 1400 policemen
crashed the picket line of the
CIO Farm Equipment Workers
strike at the McCormick Harvester plant.
in Richmond, Indiana, cop-

On the west coast, this antilabor offensive is concentrated
at the present time on the second attack against Harry
Bridges. The second trial on
charges of which he was previously acquitted got underway
Monday, March 31.
Trade unionists are thoroughly aroused throughout the entire country. All know full well
that this is a.n attack, not just
against Bridges, but against
every progressive trade union
official and active rank and file
member.
Bridges Is being persecuted
because he was instrumental In
organizing and raising the
standard of living of thousands
of people on the coast.
Such organizational efforts
resulted in wage increases.
Bridges is still fighting to
maintain that standard of living, to keep the country out of
war and to retain and extend
civil rights for the workers of
this country.
Therefore, the attack against
Bridges is an attack against all
who seek to organize the unorganized, to help them maintain
wages and working conditions;
and who carry on the fight
against war and for retention
of democratic rights for the
workers.
Organized labor was quick to
recognize this. Phil Murray,
io
CIO president, swuncgthesupbehind
port of the entire
Bridges in his second fight
against deportation.
Up and down the coast, all
over the country, Bridges defense committees are springing
up. Many organizations are
making thistheir chief order of
business.
It's going to be a battle.
True, the same tactics by the
prosecution are going to be
used. They are going to trot out
the same types of stool pigeon,
Informers, all-around phonies
and degenerates that characterized the first meeting.
But more heat is going to be
turned on. This has already
been indicated by the newspaper publicity of the first
three days' hearings as well as
by speeches of high governmental officials.
But organized labor itself is

ate a courageous peo.
ple standing with their backs
to their front doors and Naz
4
g3
hell,1.10
bayonets poking them in their
bellies and telling Hitler to
to
But at the same time this
European example of courage0
,----11
was being extolled front-page,
ll
the press of this nation waso
busy killing with silence one
of the greatest coup d'otats
ever struck for freedom in American history.
I'm speaking of the Bethlehem Steel strike up in Beth- lehem, Pennsylvania—a strike
which was not so much a strike
as a political rebellion.
Big Steel set itself above the
law of this land. It set itself
above the urgency of national
defense. It defied the ruling of
the NLRB and by injecting a
puppet fifth column union into
the ranks of the steel workers sought to force a Big Steel
Axis capitulation upon the
workers of Bethlehem.
It proceeded first with bribery, organization. It backed the •
Emplver Representation Plan
with money, a brain-trust.
It tried to sell the steel
workers a phony bill of goods
made up of Hitler promises
and Steel Axis company unionism. It worked in the steel
workers with Wangs and Quisih

Big Steel massed its forces
of state troops and police. Itfk _____00114
threw tear-gas bombs through
tercluls.provocateurs
n iiiia
i fo
i
elo-liedeoui
Intep
S

l#1
e'
It advertised the violence of
strikers, saw that disorder got
nation-wide publicity.
It formed a vigilante committee and dug in the spurs of
putch of
the .
y
Big
o
company unionism.
The stage was set for some
real flag-draped union busting.
Millions were tied up and th
factory wheels were stopped on
the armor plate. A war was
coming and the country was
_ i____ , _
hysterical. Big Steel timed its
ehwell, and the place wa
Bethlehem.
Then Bokhing happened. I
was as unforseen as the resounding Yugoslav "No!" to
Hitler.
The steel workers stood up
for their rights. They ehu
down the plant and walked
out.
They sang union songs an ...
they picketed. They were beaten and slugged. Their lbnelpis
were broken by Big Steel Axi
..
storm troops. The lines formed
again and the chant of collec
tire bargaining beat against
di—
the ears of steel tycoons
fro
column
fifth
their
recting

^

hotel rooms.
On the side of Big Steel wa
side'
power and might. On the
hyof Big Steel was all the
distortio
and
evasion
pocrisy,
have
with which employers
sought to deny the right of co
argaining to legitimate
ism.
luencitoivueb

On the side of Big Steel w
c0nthe filthy effort of all the
er—,--4411
nivers to use the war and d
th l
black
to
t
n
a
ed
Issues
sb
i
i
e
sb
fen
esta

sight

collective bargaining.
f
os
htwa
ge
The steel workers strik
clear and to the point. It w
an
not a strike for hours
objectives.
wages as immediate
strik . It was a clean-cut
It
Wagnerigagaainininsg the company union.
fre
was upholding the right of
ba
and uncoerced collective
ord s
he ythe
shet
n dbr
lio
as tn.established
Act,
etc notice
It served
th
and Bennets and Graces
inten
American labor does not
ol;1
to
rafifwnthyarc
er b y
ssover
umn
o be taken
bosses stooges,
no war.
im._
Goy
It served notice that if
eminent doesn't abide
of
law and uphold the right
re
the
bargaining,
collective
and file will.
th
theB
* etbtioei1e
ns. belonged
*iii
liiws week.
Yugoslays and
steel workers.
011D
BOYCOTT STANDARD
be
aroused as it has never the
of
before. The true meaning
hovv it ,
defense program and
monopoly
by
utilized
being
reco
attack labor is becoming
file.
and
nized by the rank afirpsitlla,hre of
ahse
oirngwt
br
au
mth .d
ed
zug
gst rinsein

strongei.
ings. It will be much
this time.
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Comments From a Former Voter Waimea Marine Cooks Calls for Action Against
Contribute $5
eifor President Roosevelt
Compromise on Dirksen Bill

San Francisco.
Editor of the VOICE:
Fort Stanton, N. M.
Editor of the VOICE:
You will find enclosed money order for $5.00 from the Editor of the VOICE:
Will you allow me to point out a few facts to Brother Manuel Cabral, with the added members of the steward's department of the SS Waimea,
The maritime labor press has given the infamous Dirksen Bill such extensive
hope that in so doing I may reach some more of our members wih the same view point donated to help out the VOICE.
publicity in rallying the rank and file to fight against its passage that all
workers are well aware of the fascist nature
aat his.
e of this repressive legislation.
The following brothers have contributed.
'We are all agreed that the%
I would like to remind Manuel today.
because they believe too strongly
nathat 1, too, am 100 per cent for
1.50 passage .,and enforcement of this While separate labor unions ensile labor anions where the
RAYMOND VALEZ$ .50 W. C. BUTLER
President Roosevelt can stop in democracy).
Tell me, please, who has detional defense, but national, not this persecution by lifting his
1.50 bill nieriNt the finish of mari- may have different programs and rights of all minorities and all
WILLIAM SCOTT
.50 S. ENGSTRAND
time labor unions.
International, for the defense of finger. Has he? Will he?
cided that these people who have
WILLIAM GAME
be in opposition on some ques- members are respected and pro.50
It means the dog collar again tions, yet if they are all sincerely
a. this nation and the democracy it
Look back over the vicious anti- proven themselves to the world
$5.00
tected, or we will go phoney and
PINOCK
JOHN
.50
Total
professes to be.
for all seamen, starvation opposed to such fascist legislation start
labor legislation now being brought are inferior and not worth a
fingering one another to the
Yours,
Respectfully
I, too, was 100 per cent for up in bales. Has he lifted his chance to live, and where is our
open shop (fink-hiring), the as the Dirksen bill there is no bosses
and the FBI as "phonies,
SWAN ENGSTRAND, No. 130,
Roosevelt in 1932. I was for him voice or intervened for you and I freedom-loving president's finger
wages, rotten conditions, the reason why they should not unite radicals,
reds, subversives, agitaDelegate IYI( zS, SS Waimea. blacklist system, and the regieven now?
again in 1936 although I was be- (labor)? No!
Honolulu.

•

in opposing its passage.
tors, etc.," and have a fascist
BEFORE HITLER
mentation of all seamen under
The tactics of organizations labor front.
Before we can stop Hitler in
the semi-naval discipline of a with programmatic differences
Which shall it be, brothers?
Europe we must first stop Hitlerwartime dictatorship.
uniting against the bosses on a
BEN BENDER,
ism here.
INTENT TO MURDER!
single issue in which they are
MFOW No. 4007.
The millions of Roosevelt and
It is apparent to all seamen in complete agreement is known
Wilikie voters must be shown the
that such is the intent of this as the united front and is a well
way out of the blind alley into
But both very carefully concealbill.
tried and provenly effective tactic
which they have been lured.
ing that fact from us by accusing
Any inference that Dirksen, the in the labor movement.
Will you and I and all of us
each other of wanting to lead us
VOICE
to
the
self-proclaimed "friend of the
Two dollars and a half was brought into
Moreover, it is vitally necessary
wake up now or will we wait until cover the mailing expense from the following brothers on seamen" has good intentions in
into war, Mr. Willkie going so far
against a boss maneuver such as
Roosevelt
the walls of the Marine Cooks &
as to accuse President
the Harry Luckenbach: P. BARNES, C. EVANS and M. introducing this bill are ridicu- this legislation, which, if passed,
Stewards headquarters and all
of being to blame for Munich, relous and farcical.
would annihilate all maritime
SOAGE.
that they stand for come crashing
member?
Any such inferences made by labor unions.
Many thanks from the Voice.
in onto our heads, forever too late?
War under the guise of antiANYONE are bilgewash aml
FINGERMEN FOR BOSSES
Has your idol finally found a
war, and now fascism under the
either the mouthings of an
Nothing is to be gained for
I
gave
solution to our problem of oneguise of anti-fascism. So,
idiot, the propaganda of an emthe worker, AND EVERYUp my sacred American privilege
third ill-fed, ill-housed, ill-clothed,
ployers' agent, or the. demaTHING CAN BE LOST by the
and did not vote. Events have
by using the same one we use
gogery of a labor faker. The
phoney tactic of one union of- Editor of the Voice:
glad
am
I
right.
me
since proved
on our pet cat when she has kitintent—as evidenced by the reIn 1776, the American colonies
ficial telling the legislators that
now that I at least did not desetens (much too often) take the
sults if the bill is passed—is to
"We are 'good' workers but were beginning the struggle that
crate that privilege.
kittens (and the problem) out and
murder the seamen's unions.
such and such are 'bad' work- was to end in the formation of the
destroy them. Simple, isn't it?
•_....1110FEW EVENTS
The predatory interests against
ers and 'we' are with 'you' (i. United States of America.
100
those
Will
you
per
still
be
cent
Here are just a few of
The MC&S brothers on the Matsonia turned in four dol- whom it was necessary for labor e.,
They had demanded that the opwith the bosses in fighting
for' him when the democracy of lars to the VOICE. The contribution was brought in by to organize have before this used
events, Manuel.
pression which had driven them
and purging 'them.'"
your union is shackled hand and
Do you remember a telegram
the phoney maneuver of introducJULIUS MARQUEZ. Many thanks, brothers.
All the members of all mari- from Europe should not extend to
foot (a national emergency?) or
with 17,000 signatures on it that
ing repressive labor legislation
time unions are workers, and the America.
Roosetaken
away
all
together?
President
we (labor) sent
under tho guise of "protecting"
But confusion was everywhere.
unions are supposed to be demoOr will you start looking to
velt asking him to intervene in LOYALISTS
the worker from "subversive elecratic organizations where the Who was to blame, King George,
defend your own democracy now
the deportation proceedings
ments," "radicals" and "reds" in
Who fought Hitler, Mussolini, at home or will you again go
majorities rule and the minori- the ministry or the expanding
against Harry Bridges?
their own ranks.
Red-baiting ties are respected and retain their merchant forces of England?
Did he take any action on it? Franco and Fascism in Spain,
back and refer to Otto Toleschus
camouflage!
Thomas Paine could well write:
full rights or membership.
and quote, "they wanted war."
Did he even acknowledge it? But gave their lives and shed their
DO OWN HOUSEKEEPING!
believed
in
they
"These are times that try men's
because
blood,
office
for
when he was running
BEEFS
OWN
C.
J.
HOFFMAN,
Organized labor is fully cape,
. ' again and a handful of our mem- democracy? Wasn't it the SpanNo. 1931 MC&S,
We should and must settle our souls."
ble of self-government. We will
Today the capitalist class, inbers in San Pedro sent him a let- ish Loyalists?
Editor of the VOICE:
manage our own household with- differences among ourselves, as dulging relentlessV in their conWhy didn't President Roosevelt
ter endorsing him he sent them a
workers,
and
we
cannot
afford
to
covering
for
for
$24
order
money
will
find
Enclosed
you
out any interference from the postant accumulation ot profits, is
very nice personal letter thanking lift his finger and at the same
expense of the VOICE and the mailing of it to the SS Ancon. lice powers of the government. settle them by recourse to the driving this country into war. It
them, of which they are very time the embargo that crucified
police
of
the
government.
powers
We would appreciate an immediate acknowledgement of Such police interference is al- The writer has been and is as calls this war "National Defense."
proud, and have plastered copies democracy, perhaps forever there,
ways instigated by the employers
But it is taking measures to
receipt of the enclosed money order.
of it from the west coast to Hon- by doing so there is no doubt that
and never requested nor tolerated much opposed to the program of force the people, whom it incites
the Loyalists would have won and
Onward to a National Maritime Federation,
olulu.
the
Stalinists
in
the
maritime
by the workers.
to mass murder, to pay for this
Fraternally,
oiI._..........," I wonder how they, like you, democracy saved for the world,
Organized labor cannot func- unions as Lundeburg. But I have war with whatever lives and whatSan Francisco.
will feel, when it finally dawns on and in all probability, this present
B. SWEENEY,NMU 1889
fought
that
program,
and
shall
tion freely and independently 'UnEditor of the VOICE:
ever sacrifices are necessary.
them that their idol has feet of war averted.
Chairman NMU Ship's Committee, der government
repression or continue to, not by appealing to WORKING PEOPLE
Several years ago I worked in
Now read again the same issue
Clay.
SS Ancon.
regulation, rnd if the workers al- boss agencies to police the unions
The working people of this
Will he still be the same idol of the VOICE in which your let- a "hell-hole" called Trona.
low
it they will find themselves against those workers with whom country have built themselves
where
will
see
you
and
is
84
miles
into
the
appears
ter
Mojave
allows
even
to you and them if he
I
may
disagree,
but
by
putting
the
not in democratic labor unions
political parties, labor unions, proHarry Bridges to be brought to Churchill's England (and democ- desert.
program of my group before the
,1
but in a fascist labor front like
ducer and consumer cooperatives,
thing racy?) threatens to sink the resThe teat is terrific-120 in the
very
same
the
trial
for
again
1
rank and file and by criticism of etc., for
defense against such exhe has already been persecuted, cue ship (the Loycen) that is shade, but there is no shade.
the Stalinist program to the rank
Boss legislation like the Dirkploitation.
bringing these valiant patriots out
The town itself is owned by the
prosecuted and acquitted of?
program
file.
The
issues
of
and
But, as always in a capitalist
sen bill notwithstanding, we will
Harry Bridges is not only a of the horrible, filthy concentra- British and German controlled
Involved will then be settled by society,
these organizations befight to the last inan against
' great union organizer, he has be- tion camps in France, to the dawn American Trona corporation.
the democratic procedure of full come infiltrated
with traitors.
such alien "protection" imposed
The conditions there are worse
come the symbol of our democ- of a chance to live again in
discussion and democratic vote These traitors,
having sold their
from outside our ranks, "protecracy and all that it stands for Mexico (we don't want them here than you could possibly imagine.
shall
rule.
majority
the
and
Cement
The stewards department on the Santacruz
self-respect, do not hesitate at
tion" such as Hitler gave HolThey use a caste system of disthe anything in their
sends in $3.50 for the VOICE. A donation of $7 was also land, Belgium and Norway! He, Whichever faction wins,their
attempts to
crimination.
other shall be free to retain
please their masters.
They separate laborers from sent to the Bridges defense fund. The following brothers too, purgas "undesirable eleopinions and voice them, and will
And so the people of this
ments" from democratic ranks!
skilled workers, and skilled work- contributed:
still be members of the union and country are being told that deknowledge,
writer's
To
the
ers from office help. Each group
W, JENSEN
A. STENGLE
livelihood
as
their
free to earn
fense of union standards, civil
there are at least twenty fascist
has a separate mess hall.
J. TENERIO
H. PEDERSON
That is trade union de- liberties and the general welfare
the Dirk- seamen.
such
as
bills
anti-labor
Even in the county school the
C. AGABASILIAN
M. RUBIO
mocracy, and I for one shall fight Is un-American by these traitors
sen bill now pending in congress.
children are separated.
to keep it.
T. SOUSA
whom they are accepting as
There are probably many more
At the time I worked there
New York.
GOING
ONE BETTER
brothers.
knowledge,
has
no
of which he
(1924-1925), there wasn't any
Contrast this with Brother
A union in which such confusion
Editor of the VOICE:
and undoubtedly there will be an
possibility of organizing these
1 have just returned from a trip to learn that the circuit workers.
Increasing flood of them in the Lundeberg's tactic of saying of is prevalent cannot hope to deDirksen: fend its members against attacks.
arch-reactionary
the
.--- -.-- - -411
- court of appeals upheld the decision of the lower court in In fact, it is clear to me, that
coming period.
It has become nothing more
These bills are the opening "We will GO HIM ONE BETthe Ewa frame up on mutiny charges.
they must have had a tough
barrage of the advance guard of TER!" and advocate that all than a shadow of the former den.
struggle to organize, even under
I saw the lawyer that handled*
fascism in their attack on labor Communists everywhere ocratic organization that was built
the Wagner act.
the case, Richard M. Cantor and coast.
to defend its entire membership
to impose fascist regimentation be purged!
Imagine
a plant in the heart of
was terribly disappointed that
Mr. Cantor put himself out so
This is red-baiting pure and from unfair attacks.
A contribution to the VOICE of $2.25 was brough,t in and a war dictatorship.
the SUP and the MFOW didn't far as to create bad feelings be- the desett, where even the water
simple, and has long been em- SPREAD CONFUSION
. take the case to the Supreme tween himself and the govern- is controlled by the company.
this week by J. ROGERS for the Marine Firemen on the UNITED WE STAND
Union officials who help to
ployed by the top hierarchy and
one
maneuver
but
There
is
Evary
house
and
building
in
the
brothers.
Court.
SS Arizoan. Many thanks,
ment's District Attorney as well
the old spread this confusion, should be
of
dictators
local
little
labor
organized
save
that
will
town is also owned by the comI wish to commend Mr. Richard as the court.
treated as the traitors they are.
AFL bureaucracy.
front the initial success of such
Cantor in the way he handled
I feel extremely satisfied in the pany.
It is not constructive, it is No plea of ignorance can be acan onslaught. That is—dose
Under those conditions, it is
the case.
manner in w'hich he defended the
destructive, for it greatly aids cepted as valid.
ranks and hold fast! A united
I was too hasty to condemn him Ewa crew.
certainly a herculean task to orIf they do not understand the
bosses and the reactionthe
imperative
is
labor
all
front
of
ganize.
In an article some time back.
struggle that is going on in the
aries.
some
passage
of
the
to prevent
But the workers there have
When the bail was not put up
MFOW 233
Either we will have demo- world and titey are honest they
of this fascist legislation.
for the Ewa crew and our mesorganized, despite the tremenwould not accept the responsibilidous
obstacles
they
had
to
oversages were ignored, the crew felt
ties of office.
mailing
come.
someone was selling us out.
A five dollar contribution to help cover cost of
Having accepted an office as
At the present time, they are on and wrapping was turned in to the VOICE this week by the
,=.4.a....,,. Naturally we suspected the atour representative, these official/1
torney who was the only one to
strike.
stewards department on the Barbara Olsen. Thanks,
must fight for our interests.
I feel that any help any of the brothers.
us.
SAN FRANCISCO — Bill McAnd our interests are in pesos,
For this reason I condemned Cormick, stewards delegate on the maritime unions could give these
in freedom from exploitation
him unjustly.
Lurline, calls attention to an error men would be an investment to
and in the comfort and security
.i However, I later learned that In the VOICE recently in which it our credit.
the richest industrial nathat
York.
New
Mr. Cantor did everything in his was reported that $7 was contribThis is my first letter to our
tion in the world can and should
power to see that bail would be uted to the paper, whereas the paper and I hope you will see fit
Editor of the VOICE:
be giving its people.
-rput up on the appeal filed.
The stewards department of the Charles Christenson No ,these are not times that try
correct- figure was $8, for regular to publish it, so that some of
the other maritime unions can
I realize now that he took a per- weekly payment. Apologies.
wishes to thank you for sending the VOICE to us regularly. men's souls. Our way is clear. We
onal interest in our case.
help in the struggle these men
Enclosed find a money order for $5.00 to help pay mail- need only refuse to bend our
His offer to take the case on
SAN FRANCISCO—An art ex- are making for union recogniknees to our oppressors. To make
A contribution to the VOICE of $7.50 was turned In ing expenses.
bare expenses was an indication Ihibit by the CIO United Amen - tion,
them serve themselves or starve.
Sincerely,
recently by the crew of the Dorothy Luckenbach. The money
well as his frequent visits to can Artists will continue until
Fraternally yours,
WILL MORGAN,
W. SMITH,
see the Ewa crew and bring them April 20, at 271 Columbus aveW. J. ANDERSON, will help cover cost of mailing and wrapping the paper.
mFow No. 1764.
Delegate.
the latest developments on the nue here, afternoons and evening.
Book No. 1375, Local 1-10.
Many thanks, brothers, many thanks.
ginning to "hae me doots."
By 1940 all doubts were removed; I was given the choice of
voting for one of two names but
With the same identical aim—

Go over the appointments he has
made since his last election and
before, to the maritime commission, the NLRB, the secretary of
the army and navy, his representatives abroad with their reports to
no one but him, and not to the
American people.
To use his own words—they
are Money-changers who he
promised to drive from the
temple — Republicans, economic
royalists and big business, all of
them.
Our Mr. Knudsen who controls
the money bags of national letense, the same Mr. Knudsen who
came back from Germany just a
few short years ago and descrihed
Hitlerism as the "miracle of the
twentieth century."
The democracy that you profess
to see in England, and say that
we must go to war for, in order
to save our own, is represented by
Winston Churchill, who claims
England is saving it for the world.

Donations From Brothers on
The Harry Lockenbach

Demands
Action of
Officials

Matsonia Marine Cooks
Send In Four Dollars

Crew on the Ancon Send
In Donation of $24

A Desert
Hell-Hole

MCS on Santa Cruz
Cement Gives $3.50

On the EWA Frame-Up
NMutinyf Charges

Arizonan Firemen Turn
In $2.50 to the Voice
Barbara Olsen MCS
Contribute $5.00

JOSEPH VERNICK,

_ ,icontact

Correction in
Lurline Donation

Five Dollars from MCS
On Charles Christenson

Dorothy Luckenbach In
$7.50 Donation to Voice

SAN FRANCISCO
International Association of
Machinists, S. F. Lodge No. 68
Every Wednesday, 8 p.m.
Convention Hall, Labor
Temple, 16th and Capp St.
Executive Committee, 2d and
4th Mondays of each month; 8
p.m.; Room 208, Labor Temple.
Frank De Mattel, President
Harry Hook, E. F. Dillon,
Business Agents.
T. W. Howard, Financial Secretary.
William T. Henneberry, Recording Secretary.

o
Bay and River Bargemen
and Powerboatmen
Local 1-22, ILWU
Meetings-1st and 3rd Sundays, 10 a.m., 84 Embarcadero.
Edward Hoffman, President and
Business Manage r; Walter
Hart, Dispatcher. GArfield 1904
Iniandboatmen's Union
Meeting Wednesday morning
at 10 o'clock, Room 263, 24
Market Street.

*

SAN FRANCISCO

• Attend Your Union Meetings

International Longshoremen's
& Warehousemen's Union
Local 1-10, San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO

Every Monday night, Eagles
Hall, 273 Golden Gate Ave.

Women's Auxiliary No. 1 of the
Maritime Federation

Henry Schmidt, President.

Regular meetings at Druids
Temple, 44 Page St., 2nd Thursday, 2 p. m., 4th Thursday, 2
p. m.

Walter E. Bell, Recording
Secretary.
James
Agent.

Ferguson,

Business

Phil Sandhi, Business Agent.

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders' & Wipers' Ass'n
V. J. Malone, Secretary.
Thursdays at 7 p. m., 58 Commercial St., Tel. DOuglas 5650,
San F r a ne isco Dispatcher,
DOuglas 7593.

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacilfc
Rudolph Eskovitz, Agent
Thursday-6:00 P. M.
819 Kaahumanu St. Phone 3037
Honolulu, T. H.

4>

Mail address: P. 0. Box 1249.

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertenders &. Wipers Assn.
Tuesdays, 4:00 P. M.
850 E. Pratt St., Baltimore, Md.
Telephone CAlvert 2139
Walter B. Harris
Branch Agent

Marine Cooks and Stewards'
Association of the Pacific
Phone EX. 7440
Thursday at 4 p. m., at 86
Commercial street.
E. F. Burke, Secretary-Treasurer.

1

E. L. Bowen
Pres.

HARMONY HALL

Tom C. Brown
Secy.

4>
Warehousemen's Union ILWU
Crockett
Meetings 1st and 3rd Tuesday
of every month.

.•*

7th and Adler
President
Ernie Baker
M. J. (Mutt) Eddy, Secy.-Treas.
Business Agent
W O'Keefe

Thursdays, 7:00 p. m.
206VA W. 6th St., San Pedro
Telephone San Pedro 2838

Marine Fireman, Oilers, Watertenders & Wipers' Assn.
J. Galvin, Agant. Thursday at
7 p.m., 111 W. Burnside St.
Tel. BEacon 4336, Portland,
Ore.

4>

CROCKETT

Jack McAllister
Secy.-Tress.

SAN PEDRO
Meets 1st and 3rd Thursdays
WILMINGTON BOWL

Marine Firemen, Oilers,
Watertender's & Wipers' Ass'n

Meetings 1st and 3rd Thursday
of each month

ST. HELENS
Archie Newbold
President.

ILWU 1-13

o

Warehousemen's Union, ILWU
Oakland

4>
St. Helens, Ore., ILWU 1-68
Meets 2nd and 4th Mondays

PORTLAND, Ore.
Membership Meeting
Every 2nd and 4th Wednesdays
7:00 P. M.

OAKLAND

BALTIMORE, MD.

C. Shouten, President.
E. Makela, Recording Secretary.

Int'l Longshoremen's &
Warehousemen's Union,
Local No. 1-8

SAN PEDRO

HONOLULU

SAN FRANCISCO
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+ Official Marine Firemen News Section +
2 Alexander Ships
Headquarters' Notes
MFOW Report Marine Fireman
Government
Pays Bill
On Legislation Is Lost at Sea

SAN FRANCISCO—Word has been received that Clyde
SAN FRANCISCO—The following report of Ralph John- Cruser, MFOW 3261, was lost at sea off the Pennsylvanian
son, chairman of the MFOW legislative committee, was betwepn Norfolk, Virginia, and Charleston, S. C.
concurred in at the regular headquarters meeting of the John Murphy, firemen's deleMarine Firemen's Union last Thursday, April 3:
gate aboard the Pennsylvanian, steam schooner strike, and had

SAN FRANCISCO.—The regular meeting of the MFOW was called to order Itt 7
p. m. Thursday, March 27, by Secretary Malone. Walter J. Stack was elected chairman
and Otto Petersohn, recording secretary.

SAN FRANCISCO — The U. S.
government will foot the bill for
the reconditioning of the Emma
and the H. F. Alexander, which
were recently purchased by Great
Britain.
Under the lease lend bill a representative of the British ministry
of shipping will make a complete
survey of the two Alexander ships
and then inform the maritime
commission what work is necessary to put the two ships in seaworthy condition and the job will
be open for bidders.
The British ministry will accept
the bid it wants and then the
maritime commission will enter
the picture carrying a checkbook.
Under the lease lend bill the
maritime commission will not only
pay the bills for repairs of ships
but will also put the cash on the
line for Great Britain to purchase
them.

The treasurer reported that income for th week was $750 32
and expenditures $593.05, leaving
a balance in the general treasury
of $4378.93.
The hospital and burial fund
received $408 and paid out $168
leaving a balance of $3351.33.
The strike fund went up another
$60 making a total of $51,753.80
on hand.
Secretary Malone reported as
follows:
The union officials were to meet
with Flood brothers for an agreement for the ocean going tug
Storm King, which would probably
be used to tow drydock parts and
log rafts to Honolulu.
Figured on getting a fairly good
agreement, and priebably standby
men would be hired tomorrow.
Had a meeting with the steam
schooner operators with regard
to an increase in pay on steam
schooners and expect some results early next week.
Also had met with the Alaska
Packers association and were
making progress.
Requested the meeting to stand
one minute in silence in memory
of late Brother Joe O'Day.

Also requested permission to
comply with the request of the
widow of Walter Shimada, who
disappeared from the Florence Olson, for church services and for
flowers to cost fifteen or twenty
dollars.
Spoke on the fight back east on
the Dirksen bill, and the reports of
various delegates on the Dirksen
bill.
It was now up to the closed executive session to either kill the
bill or present it to Congress.
Was informed in Washington
that they would kill it in executive session.
Spoke on new bill for unemployment insurance for seamen;
and interview with the selective
service administration.
Also reported on the PanchellyBrown-Woodworth case, and detailed the background of the Weyerhaeuser beef in Seattle.
Went into detail regarding proposed agents conference, when
many questions would be taken
up such as the question of organizing tankers, new government
ships, organizing army transports,

and the question of the changed
shipping conditions that woul
prevail very shortly.
On the question of his own draft
had asked for further defermen
which might or might not be
granted.
Would be in San Pedro next
week to report to that branch.
Many questions asked and answered on the Secretary's report.
Motion and second that the sec
retary's report be accepted and
that he be given a vote of thanks
Carried.
Meeting stands one minute in
silence in memory of Joe O'Day.
Brothers Lloyd Frost and Sam
Cox of the Alkaline Salt Worker
local 414, International Union o
Mine, Mill & Smelter Workers, of
Trona, California, admitted t
meeting.
Ask for donations to carry or
strike against the American Potash and Chemical company, to b
sent to E. C. Hendricks, financia
secretary, Trona, Calif. Motion
and second to donate $50. Carried
Adjournment 8:40 p. m. 193
members present.

The committe met in regular
sent the following information to been on the beach for some time
weekly meeting on March 27 at only at small sections of the peo- the VOICE:
in Pedro.
"We all had a chance to know
the CIO Industrial Union Council ple, such as foreign born or politi"Brother Cruser stood his regoffices. with the joint legislative cal minoritiees, etc.
ular watch from four to eight p. Brother Cruser pretty well as he
committee of the Maritime Fedmade the loop on the west coast,
In reality they are aimed at and in. on Sunday, March 30.
eration district council and the will affect all working people in
"It was later found that he came east with us and made most
CIO.
never went aft to his quarters, of our loop on the east coast.
the United States.
There are. no new developments
"He was a fine shipmate, altake his usual shower or
didn't
people
the
divide
to
is
Their aim
on the Dirksen bill. It is still bewilling to help in any way
ways
clothes,
work
his
change
it
making
on false issues, thus
hind closed doors.
to make things pleasBrother
could
oiler,
4
to
he
12
"The
to steer us into the war for
The alarming legislative ram- easier
ant on the ship.
Frank Kerr, discovered that
profits.
more
page of some of our legislators in
"He was a loyal union man and
Cruser was missing when he
Because of the great amount
Washington D. C. and Sacramento
watch at about 3:30 spent many hours discussing the
the
called
of legislation up before the asWas discussed at some length.
union situation and problems with
a. m. Monday morning,
sembly in Sacramento, the joint
Congressman Hatton Sum"Brother Kerr notified the his shipmates.
with
cooperation
committee in
"He was in good standing, and
mers, democrat of Texas, one of
MFOW delegate who made a brief
labors non-partican league has
and the had just repaid his steam schoonquarters
the
of
the southern poll tax congresssearch
a full time representative there.
er strike loan.
men elected by a small minority
deck as far as midships.
Each week for three weeks a
"The MFOW will miss Brother
"Failing to find Brother Cruser,
of the eligible voters, asserted in
and
congress that "any working chartered bus full of rank
the delegate then notified the cap- Cruser.
will go
"He was, in addition, a bona
man who strikes in a defense filers from various unions
tam n who called out the first asfide seaman, having spent most
Industry should be sent to the to Sacramento to protest various sistant engineer.
bills and favor others.
electric chair."
"The captain, the first and the of his life at sea.
"If he knew he had to go, I
Our share of this expense would delegate made a complete search
He received an ovation which
three of the ship from the forecastle think he would have chosen the
indicated the tory character of be $10, which covers the
sea as a final resting place beback.
our national legislature this sea- trips.
cause it had been about the only
Your committee recommends
"No trace of Brother Cruser
Blom
home he had.
was found nor was there anyNo objections were made to concurrence.
SAN FRANCISCO. — Twenty"We will buy a wreath in Sathing to indicate what had hap2500 per cent profit being made BRIDGES DEFENSE
vannah and put it over the side five seamen went down on the
him.
to
pened
has
by some large corporations.
committee
Your legislative
"Brother Cruser joined the tomorrow when we are out to sea tanker Western Chief when a'GerHOME GUARDS
been quite active on this phase of
in San Pedro on in affectionate memory of our man submarine torpedoed it off
Pennsylvanian
Secretary of War Stimson, a work.
brother who has made his final the coast of Ireland.
January 22.
letAs we reported previously,
reactionary republican appointee
The tanker was formerly owned
"He had participated in the departure."
of Roosevelt, publicly urged the ters have been sent to all west
by the maritime commission and
state legislatures to enact legis- coast black gangs from here to
was one of a group of vessels in
lation setting up home guards so Singapore, to Capetown, to Rio,
the commission's laid up fleet
that they could break any strikes and all over the world, asking
which was sold to Great Britain
San Pedro.
MFOW members to make contrithat occurred.
last November.
Attorney General Jackson is butions to the Bridges second deTwenty crew members of the Editor of the VOICE:
After considerable discussion coming up in the last two San Pedro Firemen's meet
sponsoring the Hobbs bill which fense.
former American tanker were
The first defense cost unions
would set up concentration camps
saved according to report re- ings in regards to organizing the tankers, I feel like voicing my opinion to the firemen
$28,000.
In the U. S. A.
on the ships.
ceived here Thursday, April 3.
He is also backing the wire tapThis one will probably cost
It will mean just that an
the regular meeting of the Ma- The tanker was originally reg- In the first place it will be well sending good money after bad?
FRANCISCO—At
SAN
ping bill and the Bridges perse- much more.
to remember between 10 and 15
out of Portland, Ore.
istered
more.
nothing
the
do
if
I
that
tankers
believe
3,
Thursday,
April
headquarters,
at
Union
Firemen's
We hope to raise $1,000 from rine
cution.
She was flying the British flag thousand dollars were spent to get were organized it would definitely
Let's not kid ourselves about
agent's
coming
conference.
on
reported
the
Malone
Secretary
Martin Dies, the Hoosier Hitler firemen on ships.
when she was sent to the bottom. agreements with two companies better the position of all maritime the amount of money we have in
The agent's conference which
from Texas, states that if the,
More than $200 has been coland what do these agreements unions, regardless of who orga- the treasury. We built up that
unions don't clean out the com- lected on ships in the first two will be held in San Francisco next elected from headquarters to atgive us?
treasury with assessments and
nized them.
munists he will propose legislation weeks. The following black gangs week will discuss the relationship tend the meeting.
Exactly nothing!
not with dues.
But at the same time we
The problem of a coastwise
to prevent any union from being donated the amount alongside the of the union with the National
The men still have to ship should take a few things into
So, brother firemen, let's do
Union.
Alaska agreement will also be
Maritime
certified as collective bargaining name of their ship:
through fink halls to get on board consideration.
lot of thinking before we let some
taken up.
agent that has any communists in
these ships and have absolutely no
The firemen's officials have just would-be tanker organizers tal
President Fillmore, $2 7 .5.0;
He informed the meeting that
The meeting stood in silence
Its leadership.
protection from the organization enjoyed a raise in pay and to meet us into trying to organize th
President Pierce, $22.00; Presi- the New York agent, Brother Ray'He characterized Joe Curran as dent Harrison, $22.00; Matsonia, mond, would be present to parti- in memory of Brother Jim Mcafter they get on board.
the pay roll after said raise it will tankers, just for the sake of
Donough, a well known member
—
In short, all we have is a be necessary to raise the member- maneuvering themselves into a pi
IL communist "because Curran did $22.00; Maui, $20.50; Mariposa, cipate in the meeting.
of the MFOW, who passed away
15 things during the last year that $18.00; Santacrucement, $14.50;
couple of pieces of paper.
card.
ship dues.
electA rank and file member
this week.
dovetailed with the communist Texan, $14.50; City of Flint,
I believe Brother Malone voiced
And if we start putting money
Fraternally,
ed from each branch on the
The report of Ralph Johnson,
policy."
the firemen's opinion very well Into organizing tankers will it
$14.00; Ryder Hanify, $9.00;
JOHN II. TAYLOR,
the
in
part
take
also
will
coast
the
comof
chairman
legislative
If a communist favored three
when he stated What's the use of mean another assessment?
MFOW 1304.
Kansan, $7.00; Scotia, $6.50;
conference.
mittee, was adopted at the meet- Editor of the VOICE:
meals a day (there's slight
Port Orford, $6.00; Texada,
was
Otto
Petersolin
Brother
ing after a full discussion.
doubt that they do) anyone likeThis letter is from two members
$4.00; Barbara C., $3.00; Susan
wise favoring same could, by
of the Maritime Federation of the
0 I s o n, $3.00; Dakotan, $2.00;
the broad standard of Dies, be
Pacific who were drafted and sent
Coast Shipper, $2.00; Miscellato a California army camp and is
labeled likewise.
neous, $4.00.
Dies named 26 officials of the
written to enlighten members of
The nature of the frameup in
SAN FRANCISCO—The Matso
steel workers organizing committhe maritime unions as to condicase is obvious by the charthis
company announced that their
them
charged
and
tee nationally
tions in the army at this time.
acter of the first witness and the
ships will drop Melbourne as
with being communists.
The press Is full of articles on
opening remarks of the proseport of call.
President Phillip Murray of the
the army, but it is hard to comSan Francisco.
cution.
The reason for this change, acCIO issued a statement showing
pare their favorable view with Editor of the VOICE:
cording to Matson officials, is t
The first witness, an ex-official
that only one of those people was
actual conditions.
SAN FRANCISCO—The Soviet
party, BenjaEvery Sunday,over the radio, some sky-pilot hollers about speed up the schedules of the
a member of his union and the of the Communist
SAN FRANCISCO — The McA number of the men here have
ship Yakut arrived in port this
twelve
expelled
was
Gitlow,
min
a "world gone mad," or a world in flames," or a "world of Monterey and Mariposa. much
other 25 weren't in any way assoweek with a million dollar cargo Cormick steamship company has ill-fitting and insufficient clothing.
There has been so
years ago.
ciated with the union.
the
gone
business.
trucking
into
The
mess
is
sergeant
allowed so hatred"... everything is blamed on the people.
of furs aboard.
cargo, particularly the heavy
That's like putting Ferguson or
President Murray labeled Dies
They never tell us it's a war for'0
'
The company was granted last much per month to buy food and
With the arrival of this freightwool loadings, schedules have
II "subversive element undermin- Scharrenberg on the stand asking er there are now five Soviet week a permit to operate a truck- if he gets in the red he has to profits, a war for markets, an im- bombs drop on you ... why
slowed
down.
account
honest
them to give an
ing the morale of the country."
perialist war, that capitalism can- presto! It's a free show. Just
ing service within the State of make it up on the men he feeds.
ships in port.
Ports of call for the big whitriTilak
of the aims and principles of the
KNUDSEN
not
exist
today
poverty
without
There
is rarely enough food for
like that.
The Kim and Transbalt are in California.
boats will be Honolulu, Pag '
Firemen's Union.
.
Here's a subheading on page Pago, Suva, Auckland and Sydney.
drydock while the Eskimo and
The reactionary anti -labor
At present the company will everyone to get as much as he and wars.
that
The prosecution contends
Michurin are tied up at the carry on with chartered trucks, would like.
strike-breaking stand taken by
The same goes for our "free 1, col. 2:
The cook has to make up the press." Take the San Francisco
"Roosevelt Recalls He Has
Knudsen, who makes millions on membership in the I W W or piers.
but it is expected that McCormick
B. N. Michelsen
The five ships now going under will get a whole fleet of trucks meal with insufficient equipment Chronicle for e x a in p 1 e. This Power To Assist Nations Whose
General Motors which is manu- MWIU, even if back in 1920, is
according
deportation
for
grounds
extensive repairs are the fore- and equipment.
and although the food is usually scratch sheet is a typical example Defense He Deems Vital to Amerfacturing tanks for Hitler in his
M &
runners of many Soviet freighters
fresh we mostly have a watery of an organ of our ruling class.
ica" . . Scrap and gasoline to
German plants and bullets for the to new laws.
It
has
been
that
reported
26 Embarcadero
The prosecution claims that any that will get repaired in the local
other side in British plants (and
stew arid vegetables, beans and
Take Saturday, March the 15th Japan, for instance?
this move to get into the truck.
San Francisco
ineven
yards.
"cooperated"
ship
Well, that ought to give you an
makes money any time a bullet alien who
sometimes meat, usually n o t issue:
ing business by the steamship
It has been reported that the
Meeting Place for Maritime Men
is fired by either side) is using directly with these unions or with
Idea.
enough to go around.
On page 1, col. 3 is a whopper.
company is because of the poshis position on the defense board the communist party is eligible Russian ship yards are in the
Fraternally,
U. S. Shipping is in crisis! "Only
sible withdrawal of the coast- BUY BROOMS
midst of a huge naval construcagainst labor by trying to break for deportation.
We
have
to
buy
shoe
And
It."
polishing
Save
a
Can
Miracle
Man
ALEX TRESKIN,
wise ehips for other runs.
the Allis Chalmers strike.
According to such vicious Fas- tion program and are having all
equipment, haircuts, the cleaning boy oh boy miracles do happen
NMU.
has
It
been
already
admitted
at Recreation Center During
The joint legislative commit- cist interpretation, anyone who their freighters overhauled as that if it
becomes necessary the of what parts of the uniform we . .. some assistant traffic manports.
Pacific
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into
pull
they
any
'36-'37 Strike.
in
line
picket
the
on
was
him
send
to
on
record
tee went
"TYPEWRITERS"
have.
from old Matson Co. is apager
will
the
put
maritime
commission
Besides the five vessels in this
NOW AT
a wire denouncing his strike- strike or attended union meetings,
We also had to chip in a little pointed by the maritime commis- Rented 8 mo. $5, free tables, all
coastwise schooners on other runs
131 Drumm St.
breaking illegal atid dictatorial if an alien, is subject to deporta- port there are six more along the
to
buy
apiece
the
on
to
shipping
coordinate
brooms to sweep sion
makes, models sold $3 per mo.
and turn all cargo movements
(Cor. Commercial In San Francisco)
tion based on this hitherto un- Pacific coast ports.
stand against labor.
out the barracks.
west coast. 1'. S.—Coordinating is Service and repairs.
A Friend to the Maritime Worners
All the ships which have ar- along the coast over to the railAnd,
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all
the
very
with
the
profitable
items
There are innumerable reaction- heard of precedent of a retroactive
nowadays
for
our
roads
and
trucking
services.
rived here have brought in a cargo
personal comfort, plus many other crisis on, Matson just showed a BELL TYPEWRITER CO.
ary bills and currently issued law that makes things that were
either of gold or furs.
Phone X. 2823. 195 Holliday Ave.
REMEMBER BINGO rl
statements that are signposts on legal now illegal.
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—In—
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all
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weight
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The
the road toward developing Amermonth.
On page 1, col. 4 Paul C. Smith,
ALASKA?
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ican Fascism.
Have Fun at
Most of the bills and statements hind the Bridges case.
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Browder, who served two years shore unions, too, to
protest to don't miss it." Unquote.
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ability all pending
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-- Official Marine Cooks & Stewards, CIO, Page
MC6LS For Ship Delegates Notes on MCS
Highlights From Marine
Seattle Branch
To NMU Convention
Cooks Headquarters
SEATTLE—Here's the dope on what's going on at the
meeting,
SAN FRANCISCO—The Marine Cooks and Stewards at their headquarters' National Marine Cooks and Steward's branch in Seattle:
convention
the
of
July
the
endorsing
resolution
a
fhursday, March 27, adopted
The Alaska Steamship Com<s)
Maritime Union.
pany, ever mindful of the welfare

SAN FRANCISCO—At the regular meeting of the Marine Cooks and Stewards, at

seamen with the infamous June headquarters, last Thursday, March 27, Secretary Burke reported that during the past
and
of it's passengers and crew mem- 16, 1934, longshoremen's back-to- week he attended a meeting in Los Angeles,
the purpose of which was to set up an organafproblems
Those
Whereas:
bers, is permitting it's ships to work agreement.
organize
the
committee
izing
to
tankers
under
an industrial union, under the auspices of
fecting seamen can only be
sail, rat infested.
Members of the MC&S owe a
worked out to the benefit of all
On voyage 78 of the SS Bara- great deal to Harry Bridges for the NMU.
Any of the men on these tank- meeting on the tanker organizing
seamen by all organizations
noff„ Jerry Mattina, MCS crew the improved conditions under
ers who are members of our union question:
working in conjunction to
member, was bitten by a rat which they are working today.
will retain their MCS books.
achieve the best possible results
Whereas: The conditions exist(four-legged) in the ice-box.
Deserving of honorable mention TANKER MEETING
through national action, now,
ing on west coast tankers are beThe bite was cauterized by the are the following' ship's crews:
The meeting was attended by low the standards of the organized
therefore, be it
stewardess and a report turned (MCS only) Tongass, 5 members,
various maritime unions and the tankers sailing under contract
Resolved: That we endorse
in to the company.
$5.00; "airline, Burns, 4 MCS men
Workers' Union which pledged with the NMU and,
the call of the NMU and encourNo fumigation h a s taken and others, $7.000; SS Baranoff, Oil
full
support to the program.
age our members from all ships
Whereas: This open shop conSAN FRANCISCO.—Secretary place as yet, but there is no $16.50.
In our past efforts to organize dition on west coast tankers tends
and ashore to elect delegates to
will
be
ship
that
the
question
and
Donations from members in the the tankers our attempts have
Cooks
be sent to the NMU convention Burke of the Marine
to weaken the bargaining strength
the properly fumigated before it hall have totaled around $40.
been carried out on a craft basis of all vessels under contract and
for the purpose of reaching an Stewards calls attention of
sail.
allowed
to
be
will
deBridges
The
committee
has
available
their
get
members
to
and have not proved successful.
agreement on a common proundermines the conditions of all
The Alaska negotioting com- the book, Harry Bridges on
fense stamps.
It is felt that the industrial maritime workers, and
gram.
with
discussions
begin
will
By E. E. WILLIAMS
mittee
Saturday,
Trial,
a
history
first
deof the
"At a luncheon given
approach to this organizational
Whereas: In order to raise the
Frisco NMU Field Patrolman
March 29, in honor of Harry the canned salmon industry, prob- portation trial, and also pamdrive will prove successful.
standards of wages and hours,
phlets on Harry Bridges and his
Bridges on the eve of the begin- ably on Saturday.
Duo to the present reciprocal conditions of employment for all
SAN FRANCISCO — Upon
Agreements covering Libb y, work for organized labor.
ning of his second trial, Brother
shipping between the NMU and marine workers, the tankers on the
arrival of the Susan and
Columbia
ships,
Libby
McNeil,
issue
the
When
that
will
Steamthe
Alaska
Bridges pointed out
MCS, all jobs in the stewards de- the Pacific coast must be organLillian Luckenbaeh, there was
was not himself personally, but River Packers and the floating ship company use wider gang- partment will be shipped through ized as a means
of improving a complete
change over on the
planks for handling baggage?
the anti-labor drive that the whole canneries will be discussed.
our halls.
conditions in the industry, and
The Harry Bridges defense comMust some of our members be
above ships, since both of
business typifies," Burke said.
It has been estimated
the
that
i
Whereas:
History
has
proven
mittee is functioning as best as crippled before the company will
cost of the drive will be in the that all attempts to organize the them were taking wht
"So it follows clearly that to
ea and
possible under adverse conditions. wake up and take care of this
By SCOTTY SNEDDON
neighborhood of $6,000.
contribuate to the defense fund is
tankers on a craft union basis has flour for the far east.
coming
in,
are
but
Donations
Delegate
MC&S
situation.
Of this amount the NMU has failed and it is evident that the
not a contribution to safeguard
The brothers who did not want
evidently some members are not
One of our members w a s agreed to put up $2700 and the best way to conduct such a drive to make the trip were paid off
SAN FRANCISCO—The recent California youth con- an individual, but rather it is a aware of the nature of the attack
bruised in handling baggage and I LWU $500 and the balance to is on an industrial basis, organiz- and given a first class transporvention was attended by five delegates from the Marine contribute to the defense fund is on Brother Bridges.
be raised by other affected mar- ing all unlciensed seamen into an tation by train Including
blood poisoning set in.
Cooks & Stewards' Assn., namely: Scotty Sneddon, Owen In defense of labor In general and
berth
We suggest that they familiitime groups.
.
to New York, with wages and
industrial union, and
Result was he lost practically
Kiernan, Harold Kramer, Joe Johnson and Johnny Plahn. your own conditions, jobs and arize themselves with this antiI
am
particular.
presenting
the resolution
wages in
Whereas: The NMI? is an in- subsistance to the port of signing
two trips, and the company still
Also attending were over 600,0
labor case, and not allow themhasn't made a move to alleviate adopted at the meeting to the dustrial organization and has tre- on.
"So, if you haven't a Bridges selves to be kidded into thinkdelegates from all over the state
"Our defense is in the spirit
membership for acceptance or re- mendous prestige among tanker
the gangplank situation.
representing trade unions, politi- which prizes liberty as the heri- stamp in your book, see your ing that the only Issue is one of
Upon further investigation of
jection.
seamen due to its closed shop the ticket, the men
Quite a few faces will be misscal groups, church, civic, fraternal tage of all men, in all lands patrolman or get one at any political affiliation or belief or
found out
agreements with many tanker that these tickets were
O'DONNELL'S REPORT
office of the MC&S.
ing from the ships this season.
and others.
everywhere.
what have you.
non-negos
companies
on
the
east
coast,
such
now
up
took
convention
"It is for your own protection
Under the assistant secretary's
The
The boys are working for Uncle
tia.ble.
"Destroy this spirit and you
k..a..
41114
Harry Bridges has been under
therefore,
be
it
liberties,
points as housing, civil
report, Brother O'Donnell inhave planted the seeds of des- and welfare."
In addition to that the Lucken
fire ever since 1934 when he chas- Sam.
Resolved: That the conference
jobs, conscription and other issues potism at your own door."
Their friends should drop them formed the meeting of an imbach Company, gave an intermeds
ed "Judas Joe" Ryan back to the
of the CIO maritime committee
that are very vital to the youth
The other resolution pledged to
late ticket (tourist class) to ChiEast coast after the latter had a line once in a while to let them portant meeting with the American President line in regard to does hereby go on record to give cago, and from
of not only this state, but also adhere to the fellowship that exdone his damndest to isolate the know how things are going.
Chicago to New
complete
support
to
the
efforts
using colored waiters on their
the whole country.
ists among the youth of all counYork first class.
Marine
of
the
Cooks' & Stewships.
It was my pleasure to at- tries.
After consulting with the Luck.
tend the Jobs round table at
Progress was reported and final ards', the National Maritime
The minority resolution called
enbach officials here they claim
which was brought out that in for a united federation of the
word on this was to be forthcom- Union and the Oil Workers in
SEATTLE.—The following jobs
their effort to launch an organ- that their hands are tied, and
ing in a day or two.
the defense industries it Is very United States, England, Canada,
izing campaign to bring the un- they follow the policy of the New
difficult for a young person to Union of South Africa and New were shipped out of the MC&S
Various other Issues were relicensed seamen into the NMU, York office of the company.
get a job, as the employers Zealand, and that the U. S. give hall in this port for the week endported dealing with overtime
and be it further
Our organization is going down
claim they can't give a Job to all out aid to Britain, and that ing Marche 29:
ruling and opposition to antiResolved: That the MC&S, NMU the line to do everything to help
experience,
3
Stewards
no
Ch.
has
anyone who
civil liberties be maintained as
labor
bills
and
witch-hunting
3
Stge, Stewards
and Oil Workers will constitute wtih the national defense proHonolulu.
which, of course, leaves the far as possible.
measures being pressed through
2
Deck Stewards
the active organizations to con- grain by keeping the ships con1 Editor of the VOICE:
young people out.
It is interesting to note In Stewardess
the legislature in Sacramento.
4
Ch. Cooks
How in the name of — can this connection that they didn't 2nd
I note in your issue of February 22 that the brothers on On May 2, the MCS will cele- duct the drive, and be it finally tinuously on the move to bring
4
Cooks
Resolved: That we call on all cargo for national defense. Due
young people have experience if include such democracies as 2nd Caoks & Bakers
3 the Matsonia have started the ball rolling with a donation
brate its 40th anniversary.
3
CIO unions throughout the state to shortage of seamen through the
3rd Cooks & Bakers
they aren't put to work.
Mexico, Chili or China or other 4th
photographs
pages
weekly
of
1
of ten dollars for a series of
Cooks & Bakers
A vote for the expenditure of and particularly marine unions
to the policy of the government takDISCRIMINATION
1
Central and South American Ch. Butcher
money for this purpose at head- give full and complete support
1 in the VOICE.
2nd Butcher
to ing them off the ships under the
Another very interesting point democracies.
1
I think the idea is a good one,0
quarters and the branches is being this effort.
Ch, Baker
that was stressed was that in the DEBATE
selective service program, and
1
2nd Baker
On the question of shipping the putting them in the army, the
1 although I am under the impres- testing the lend-lease bill and all taken.
Baker
defense industries the Negro
After the resolution was read 3rd
pages
series
of
pictures
of
2 sion a
,
Ch. Pantryman
Visit your union hall on that following resolution was adopted brothers who paid
anti-labor legislation that may be
Worker is discriminated against. there was a debate between Pro- 2nd Panlrymen
2 every week would involve heavy
off of the
date and observe the birthday.
at the headquarters' meeting:
on tap.
1
It makes no difference whether fessor Leek of the University of 3rd Pantrymen
above mentioned ships had to fill
I added expenses to the VOICE, or
•
Pant ryman
4111
Corrective action was taken in
Right next to it I see Brother
It is agreed by the National replacements on other ships, leavor not a Negro is experienced.
California for aid to Britain and Br Waiters
20 am I wrong?
Doe's picture, who is keeping the regard to a former ruling govern- Maritime Union and Marine Cooks' ing their tickets behind.
2
He just can't get a job, which in Mr. Bibberman of Hollywood and Room-Stewards
1
However, a few of our brothers fire of hope burning for King- ing shipping in Honolulu.
and Stewards' that they re-affirm
our opinion, is very much un- the American Peace Mobilization, Printer-Waiter
A letter has been sent to the
6
Saloon-Waiters
have made Winchell's column al- Ramsay-Conner on his ship.
The ruling, it was pointed out, their position on reciprocal ship- national secretary,
American.
...•.,„.........
who, of course, was against aid to Nite-Waiters,....,,,__
asking him to
Stge,
6
Waiters
ment, that this shall apply in conready and I am sure would find
Beside them is Brother Tom was constructive when passed
After all, is not a Negro just as Britain.
negotiate with the Luckenbach in
3
Stge. Watchmen
nection
more
with
tankers;
much
make
it
pleasant
to
doing
the
who
that
same
is
all
for
jobs
WebMuch or just as good an Ameribut
now,
owing
to
different
conI
nWatchmen
ors
Taankiito
Professor Leek, of course, took ,S
New York, so that these brothers
2 the rotogravure
'
section of the ster and Smallman.
ditions, serves to hamstring the for the steward dept. aboard tank- be reimbursed in
can as any other individual.
the position that the daily press Messinen
cash for these
13
having
ers
contracts
or
with
VOICE.
Below is Brother Harry who
the
agent there in his constant probAt this time I would also like is taking, but Mr. Bibberman gave Day & Nite Utility
12
tickets.
NMU
shall
go through the MC&S
1
I am just as sure they would
has formed a Bridges Defense
lem of replacing men and shipto say that in the housing round a complete expose of the imperi- Galleymen
7
Scullions
hall under prevailing shipping
committee on his ship and is
ping in general.
table, the housing of the Negro alist position and policy of the Bells
2 find it even more pleasant to
NW GOO; TO AID
-- have their pictures published in
really making it function.
people was also taken up and a British empire, and all-in-all made
This was done at the- request of rule.
OF FOREIGN SEAMEN
109
Total
As
new
conditions
arise
afYes, Mr. Editor, I would really the agent and it is felt will be an
program laid out for slum clear- the good professor's argument
connection with some progressSAN • FRANCISCO. — The
PERMIT MEN
fecting the industry concerning
ance and the building of ade- look very week.
ive deed or action that has to do like to see a series of weekly improvement.
1
2nd Cook & Baker
shipping, or rules or regulations American Manufacturer, United
pages
of
quate housing for all the Negro
photographs
with
our
present
of
this
day
kind
problems
9
Messinen
The majority resolution was
RESOLUTIONS
Belle
2 which are many and serious.
concerning contracts or obliga- States Lines, hired a complete
and I am sure you would too.
people.
carried with only 16 voting Galleyman
1
Following are the two important tions, the officials of both orOur patrolmen will be glad, I
RESOLUTIONS
For instance:
against it and the rest of the
resolutions passed at the regular ganizations will sit down and crew on March 24 out of San
Total
13
From the resolutions round convention, 600 or more, voting
I pick up next week's VOICE know, to collect the facts and the
meeting
which were the results of solve problems mutually to the Francisco National Maritime UnSTAND-BY
JOBS
table, two resolutions were sub- in favor of it.
and see Brother Okay's picture pictures so let's go to press, Mation hall, and the stewards departStandby
the CIO
49
maritime committee benefit of both organizations.
mitted on the position of this
the
sonia,
ships
and
who
at
all
has
been
sea!
instrumental
in getSo, the youth of this state, as
Total Men Reg.
184
ment out of the Marine Cooks.
country in relation to the Euro- was shown in this convention, certig the entire crew of the SS DoC. J. HOFFMAN,
A meeting has been held at the
pean war.
kay to write their senators and
MC&S 1931
tainly are not either in favor of
Scandinavian Shipping Center of
A majority calling for this conscription or in fever
of the
Danish, Swedish and Norwegian
country to stay out of the war, involvement of this country
in the
seamen.
that peace is the first line of de- present conflict.
fense, and to fight every step that
They unanimously went on
will tend to involve us.
SAN FRANCISCO.—The Alas- record to register and ship out of
NEW YORK—A nine-point legFRANCISCO.—The
MaSAN
Quoting Abe Lincoln:
islative program to facilitate and ka negotiating committee of the the NMU hall here on all Panarine Cooke shipped from this port
"What constitutes the bulwark
manian flag ships that call for
encourage
naturalization of non- Marine Cooks and Stewards refor the week ending March 29, the
of our liberty?
replacements out of this port.
citizens by eliminating existing
following jobs:
"It is not our frowning battleports that they have had a couple
Another meeting was held Friwhich hinder and pre1
Officers' Messmen
ments, our bristling sea coast, our
SAN FRANCISCO—The steward's department on the difilculties
of meetings this week with the day, March 14th, in the NMU hall
27
vent
MeSSCI1P11
the
acquisition
SAN
FANCISCO.
of
citizenship,
The
followarmy and our navy.
by the Scandinavian seamen to
4 President Pierce at a ship's meeting held March 25, adopted was
Galleymen ,
announced last week by the representatives of the Alaska
9
"Those are not our reliance ing members of the Marine Cooks Cabin Men'
formulate
a policy of registration,
a
resolution
endorsing
the
present
bill
before
congress,
HR
7
American Committee for Protec- salmon industry.
and Stewards were in the U. S. &Unions
against tyranny.
hours of shipping and to attend
6 560, for unemployment insurance for seamen.
2nd Cook & Bakers
tion
of
Marine Hospital here in this port Chief
Foreign
Born.
The
company's
counter
prcpo1
Cooks
regular meetings.
Here's a copy of the resolution:*
The legislative program, as an- sals were received and were about
for the week ending March 29:
3
Chief Stewards
Whereas: At the present time
2
LETTER RECEIVED
Gatt, Martin, 862; Oster, M„ OR; Cook-Stewards
nounced, is:
80 per cent acceptable.
2 seamen must apply for state relief
Ansley, Lee.' 824; Diradroorian, A. T., Pant rymen (Chief)
This branch has received a re1
"1. To eliminate educational
1188: Gale, L., 957; Mo, T. Gum, 2713; Janitor
negotiating
The
committee
is
Porters
3 when they are unemployed; and
SAN FRANCISCO— Battlestone, D., 1665: Jensen. Emil W., BRs—Cabin
and literacy requirements for nat- loc!cing forward to closing the ply from C. M. Hehnold, director
3
Whereas: Due to lack of resi597; Marley, Chas. S., 2535; Guzman,
uralization for non-citizens, 40 1941 agreement most any day of operations and traffic, of the
4
Word has been received at Y., 951; Jacobson, 0. W., 144: Taylor, BlIc—FIrst
dence of sufficient time in any
1
U. S. maritime commission, to the
S., 676; Stute, Anton, 1752; Holm- Elevator Operators
years of age or older, who entered
MCS headquarters from W.
now.
7
one place, are turned down on
berg, Albert, 382; Osmielak, Frank, Waiters—First
resolution that this branch sent
the
United
States
before
1930.
1
Waiters—Cabin
the SS Herman Whiton, 362;
johnson, A. B., 278; Modln, David,
it is expected that the Delarof
1 state relief, and
to the commission protesting the
Jones, A. J., 506; Araneda, C., Assistant Crew Cook
"2. To eliminate requireat Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 2135;
1
will sail probably some thne next
Whereas: Seamen feel that It
FRANCISCO.
SAN
—
181: Marki, A., 457; Macuca, Angelo, 4th Baker
sale of certain vessels of the
ments
artificate
for
of arrival week for Chignik.
1
Assistant Pantryman
that Brother Sidney Tilling, 2507; Edy, II_ 402.
Did you know that there
3 should not be necessary for them
Bells
United States Lines.
and first papers for non-citizens
Hamriek, Chas., 1470; Burniston,
1. to go on relief, since they pay inMCS 354, had drowned.
908: Walker, J., 1064; Rogers, W. P., Stewardess
seventeen members Ivlio entered the United States
are
still
He states that the ships were
1
Steerage
Cook
Third
1213; Bouffier, V. 326; Jackson, A.,
Attempts have been con- 656;
1 come tax like all other citizens,
of the State, County and
before May 1, 1917, thus enTorres, R. 225;
'
laid up and they were vermitted
Benton, H. D., Bath Steward
_ they can't see why they should be
stant to locate his remains, 1934; Reed, Griffin. 1003.
Municipal Workers of abling them to apply directly
to sell them under competitive
85 discriminated
Total
Kleppel, Karl, 729; Perez, Victor,
against when it
but to date no word that 1030;
Jorgenson, P., 541; Miller, L., STAND-BY JOBS
bidding the citizens of U. S. or
America
fighting possible for second papers, if otherwise
comes
to
"unemployment
insur2734;
Caravan)°,
C., 1940; Martin, W., Breakfast Cook
they have been successful 2176; Bach, David,
to aliens.
prison sentences for refus- eligible.
1259: Palmer, C,, 1st Baker
1 ance" therefore be it
"3. To make discrimination
has come through.
513; Randall, E., 1893; Casey, J., 1127; Asst. Larder Cook
1.
After receiving a copy of his
ing to produce the complete
Resolved: That we, the memAsst. Laundry Foreman
— 1
against non-citizens in private
Brother Tilling was a Van Vorhis, H.. 419; Schmidt, Wm. BR—First
S A N FRANCISCO. — Former letter we find out through the
memunion
bers of the steward's departlists of their
1
because of their lack active members of the MC&S, who local press that the west coast
long-time member of the
1
Asst, Cook
ment of the SS President Pierce,
bership and to answer per- employment,
of citizenship, an offense punish- have been drafted into service, ships face United Sates control
Coffeeman
1
MCS union.
bill
record
In
favor
on
of
go
questions?
sonal
Janitors
2
able by law.
due to a shortage of American
have sent in their addresses.
3
Messmen
H. R. 560 which is a bill putHe leaves a widow, Marie
Did you know that it
"4. To reduce naturalization
Bart enders
2
which
group
seamen
in a
ting
Anyone wishing to write to bottoms.
Tilling, with whom many of
Cabin Man
costs the State, County fees for first and second papers
Asst, Head Waiter
1
shall be paid unemployment inthese brothers may do so at the
Mr. Earnest J. Bradley, Matson
the members are acquaintand Municipal Workers to $2.00.
Walters—First
5 surance, and be it further
following addresses:
Navigation company assistant
ed.
SEATTLE.—The following
"5.
.To
everyday
keep
prevent
to
the denial of
Resolved: That we send copies $16.88
23
Total
R. W. Gunn, 7th Medical bat- freight traffic manager, has been
The union extends to brothers of the Marine Cooks are PERMIT
MEN
of this resolution to Senator Dow- these young men and wom- citizenship to non-citizens who tery, Company A. M. G., and D, A. appointed by the maritime comin
the
U.
S.
Marine
Hospital
here
Mrs. Tilling its deepest
have received relief, or for any
Yeoman
(1 trip)
1 ney, Senator Hiram Johnson, to
en out of jail?
Waterman, 7th Medical Battery, mission to see that there Is no
the week ending March 29:
Waters—Cabin
4
Sympathy in the passing for
Who said it 'couldn't other reason not specified in the Company A. M. G., Fort Ord, Cal- delay of getting national defense
Hiatt, F,, Book 1365; Hoyt, D., 1424; Messmen
6 our representatives, to the labor
naturalization
of her husband and our Davison, N., 1274; Welsh, ., 406; Stills- Scullions
laws.
10 press and to the Voice of the Fedmaterials to points needed.
happen here?
ifornia.
ky, .T., 2185; Castillo, A., 1301; Hardls Asst. Crew Cooks
2
"6. To give natives of India
brother.
F., 1150; Rush, F., 211; Guion, E., 273 Waiters—First
4 eration.
The writer wonders for what
many
with
brothers
These
and the Philippine islands re.
D., 418; Wilkeson, B., 1216 Chief Butchers
1
Brother Harry J. Smith, Paulette,
DETROIT— A suit for $1,- siding in the United
friends in the union and former country is the U. S. preparing
Lowndes, R., 267; Sullivan, ., 2431 2nd Butchers
States
the
MCS 1222, passed away in Boyd, S., 185; Jones, IT., 745; Adams lid Cook
000,000 against the Ford Motor right to become American citi- shipmates would be glad to hear for national defense by selling
H., 433; Newby, C., 147; Madsen, Al. 41h Cook
1
the city hospital on April 162;
American bottoms right from
from any of their friends.
remlett,
BR—First
158.
Co. and others has been filed here zens.
2.
under us, and leaving the Amer"7.
To
liberalize
the
procedure
Total
31
SAN FRANCISCO — The new on behalf of Herbert Harris of
ican seaman on the beach.
Brother Smith joined the
American Mail line's Cape Alava Salem, Mo., for injuries received for securing a certificate of deMC&S in 1933.
Upon the arrival of the DeSota,
is scheduled to sail from Seattle by the plaintiff when he was rivative citizenship; particularly,
Waterman Steamship company,
His many friends and
to be more lenient in accepting
April 7 on her maiden voyage to
SIU crew, we had one of our
beaten up, tarred and feathered secondary evidence for birth cerbrother members mourn
the orient.
SAN FRANCISCO — The Yale,
brothers who shipped on her out
his passing.
The addition of the new vessel by a Ford service department tificate and parents' marriage
after a nine-day check-up in dry
of the MCS hall in Pedro, forced
Brother Raymond Ven- dock, took off for Seattle where
to the American Mail line brings strong-arm squad in Dallas, Tex., certificate and other required docSAN FRANCISCO—The to get off by the SUP patrolman.
uments, if not readily available.
nevich, MCS 389, passed she will be fixed up for service as HONOLULU.— T h e following the total ships on this run to on Aug. 8, 1937.
Since they have refused to pay
"8. To reduce the fee for cer- MCS crew of the SS Luraway on board the SS Lur- a floating hotel in Alaska on a na- jobs were shipped out of. the seven.
him his transportation back to
tificate
of registry for those who line collected $60 for the
The . sea trials for the Cape
MC&S hall in this port for the
line from complications fol- tional defense project.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The entered
illegally before July 1, family of Raymond Venue- Pedro in addition to the time
Maya were held March 20 and 21.
Her trip to Seattle after five week ending March 22:
lowing injuries ashore.
senate commerce committee unan- 1924, from $18 to $10.
vich, MCS 389, who passed that he has lost by shipping on
years in the boneyard brought a Mossmen
7
Brother Vennevich was surprise as she made the run in Bellboy
this ship, we have forced the com"9. To secure an increased ap- away last trip.
1
NEW YORK—Charges of un- imously approved this week Presia young man and his many 44 hours
1
Boots
and 32 minutes.
The collection was made pany to pay his transportation
2 fair labor practices have been dent Roosevelt's appointment of propriation for the immigration
Porters
shipmates aboard the Lurnaturalization service in
1 filed with the national labor Edward Macauley, former head of and
Her time for the run was only Nile Crew Cook
by Brother Carl Plageman, back to Pedro in addition to
Latindrynien
2
for the actual days that
provide
order
line and other ships will a few hours short of the all-time 2nd
an
to
adequate
staff
American
relations
department,
intelligence
by
the
board
naval
the
Cook & Baker
1
the vegetable cook aboard $34.00,
he would have worked if he was
record of a 39-hour run hung up B R Relief
Communications Association as a member of the maritime com- for naturalization purposes to the Lurline.
mourn his passing.
Shipped
16
still a member of the crew.
meet existing demands."
by the H. F. Alexander.
mission.
. 8 against Press Wireless.
Registered
The resolution urges the members of the MC&S aboard the
ships to elect a delegate to attend
the NMU convention in Cleveland.
Heres' the adopted resolution:
Whereas: The National Maritime Union is holding its biennial convention in Cleveland to
discuss problems affecting seamen on a national scale, and
Whereas: Such cases as manning scales, crews quarters, contracts, legislation, unemployment insurance and renewal of
wage contracts and other problems that affect seamen on a
national scale will be current,
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Shipowners

Found Guilty Of
Chiselling

Coast Guard Seize Foreign Vessels
Times Haven't Changed A Bit

By billing the goods falsely both'
The last time the commission
the shippers and the steamship
companies have been able to do found that the companies had been
some first class chiselling by send- shipping raw silk billed as cotton
ing cargoes of textiles to Manila goods.
By falsely billing the goods
at illegal low rates.
the steamship companies get
The three American steambigger cargoes from the shipship companies found guilty of
pers and the shippers get a
false billing were the American
lower price and the government
Plonee r, American President
takes a gypping.
lines, and the U. S. lines,
The department of justice did
The other three companies were
not prosecute these flagrant \doforeign.
The maritime commission issued lations of the law last time and it
a "cease and desist" order to all is expected that as long as the
steamship companies "cease and
companies,
This has been the second time desist" the FBI sleuths will close
that the steamship operators have their eyes as far as prosecuting
been found guilty of false billing the steamship companies for their
most recent illegal practices.
and general chiselling,

SAN FRANCISCO—Relations between United States and Germany and Italy becam
increasingly hostile this week as a result of the wholesale seizure of Italian and Germa
ships in the various ports throughout the country.

Manhattan

SAN FRANCISCO.—The damage done to the Manhattan
when she got stuck on a sand bar off the Florida coast was
revealed this week in the insurance surveyor's report which
appeared in the New York maritime register to be $2,000,000.
It will be necessary to replace@
400 feet of the vessel's keel.
In fact it was reported, when
The insurance report also the big liner was finally pulled off
137
and
plates
312 the sand bar, that the damage
stated that
feet of the deck flooring will was minor and the ship would rehave to be replaced as a result turn to port under its own power.
of the vessel's grounding for
The Manhattan now in Robins
several weeks on the sandbar.
dry dock in Brooklyn will be
This is the first inkling of news there until July before she will
regarding the damage done to the be In condition to go into serManhattan.
vice.
At that time she will be placed
Al] previous reports of the cornpany have minimized the extent under the war department as an
army transport.
of the damage.

British-American

Trade Rivalry
Flares Up
SAN FRANCISCO.—The trade rivalry that exists between British and American shipping interests popped up
this week when the local chamber of commerce appealed to
the state department against British trade barriers in the
steel trade.
Great Britain's laws excludes)
American agents in Singapore
from free participation in the
steel trade in favor of British
dealers.
The American shipowners are
beefing, through the chamber of
commerce, not only because
they are getting shoved out by
the British law on the steel
trade but they believe that England will apply this exclusion
act to cover other commodities.
Great Britain, however, continues to carry on the competitive
struggle with the purpose of maintaining her hold in the world shipping trade in spite of her continual cry that she needs more ships.
The complaint of the chamber
of commerce to the state departpartment did not press the point
that Great Britain was still using
much of her merchant fleet in
commercial rivalry with America
and at the same time calling on
this country to turn over most of
its merchant fleet for British war
effort.
The chamber of commerce
sought a modification of the
present British trade barrier.

MC&S Member

Gets Both
Legs Broken
SAN FRANCISCO — Matson
company's mad rush to make
profits knried up with a serious
accident aboard the Waimea, Monday, March 31, when ordinary seaman Walter Johnson had both legs
broken, with the possibility that
his left foot may have to be amputated.
The Waimea sailed out Monday
morning with a deck load of automobiles.
In their hurry to get the ship
away the company didn't take
the time to secure the deck load
safely.
The ship was about eight hours
out and the crew was put to work
lashing the cargo down.
A big sea came over and the
cargo broke loose with one of the
automobiles jamming Johnson
against the hatch.
The other seamen working on
deck narrowly missed being'
caught In the shifting cargo.
The second assistant engineer
aboard the ship, while sounding tanks, was knocked down
by one of the cars and suffered
a broken ankle.
The Waimea, after the accident,
turned around and brought the injured men back into port.

President Harding: "I know exactly how you feel — I will see that you won't have to
carry it much further. We will let him do it all. He's used to it."

Cities Service Tanker Denver

Tanker A Blazing Coffin
For Nineteen Seamen
SAN FRANCISCO.—The bureau of marine inspection and navigation started its
hearings last week on the disaster of the Cities Service tanker Denver which exploded
and blew up 150 miles of Cape Hatteras, Monday, March 24, burning to death 19 members of the crew.
Twenty-two members of the()
crew escaped the flaming coffin
"But we held him down. That
and the surviving seamen told a was Oscar Degerstedt.
story of horror and suffering in
"If you've never heard a
one of the worst disasters in re- man pleading to die, you
cent maritime history.
haven't missed a thing, buddy.
According to the crew the blast
"The only guy to escape was
was so sudden that the men in Wynnfield Campbell.
the forward crew quarters "never
"He came out of the bellhad a chance and died in a flara- hole completely out of his head.
ing hell."
"His two hands were just
like two big balloons of blisA FLAMING HELL
ters.
Only two of the crew in the
"He reeled , out on deck and
forward quarters got through the
over to the cook and said,
went
Fi heets of flame and one of them
its my trick at the wheel.'
died as soon as he got ashore.
the cook held him and
One of the survivors said he Then
said maybe he ought to pray.
saw the two men try to escape
"And damned if Campbell
from the forward foc'sle and as
the mast
one of them staggered along the didn't run over to
deck "he looked like a roast pig." and kneel like he was going to
pray, but Ise didn't pray.
"The flesh on his legs was
"Ho blasted the sky with
curses I've never heard before.
"He made for the side to go
overboard when several of us
"Then he passed out and we
grabbed him and he screamed
got him into a lifeboat."
Back in the red-hot foc'sle
'let me go, I'm on fire.'

eighteen other men were seared
to their metal bunks.
CREW MEMBERS
Eight of the crew, who were
burned to death in the roaring
fire, were members of the National Maritime Union.
They were Joseph T. Reekast
of North Weymouth, Mass.;
john Daily, Hazel Park, Mich.;
Peop Parkman, Port Arthur,
Texas; Harold L. Marshall,
Boston, Mass.; Manuel Camben,
Phila.; and Juan Alverez, of
Brooklyn.
For years the Cities Service
line has fought the NMU'S organizational drive abbard the
tankers.
At the marine board's hearing
William Standard, NMU attorney,
is representing the union.
The National Maritime Union is
determined to organize the tanker
lines and put teeth in the safetyat-sea and inspection laws.

Baranof

Amer.-Hawaiian

MCS Crew For
Unity With NMU

Here's Real
War Profits

SAN FRANCISCO.—The stewards' department on the
Baranof in a meeting aboard the ship last week voted unanimously for unity of the Marine Cooks and Stewards and
the National Maritime Union.

Waimea
Here's a picture of Andrew Cortez, laundryman
aboard the Matsonia, who
saved the life of Victorio
Cortez from execution by
the Spanish fascist by proving that the condemned
man was born in Hawaii.

Fascist Spain

Saved From
Execution

SAN FRANCISCO.-Word has
been received that Andrew Cortez,
MC&S member, and, at present,
a laundryman aboard the Matsonia, saved the life of Victorio R.
Cortez of Hawaii from execution
In Spain by Franco's fascists.
Victorio Cortez, who fought for
loyalist Spain, was sentenced to be
executed by Franco's henchmen.
Cortez was a native of Hawaii,
but was unable to prove it.
The affair came to the attention of Brother Andrew Cortez,
and he obtained the positive
proof that the condemned man
was born in the Hawaiin Islands.
LONDON, Eng. — Tom Mann,
After much red tape and hard
famed leader of England's long- work the necessary
proof was
shoremen, died last week in his placed before the fascist govern85th year. He was head of the ment and
Victorio R. Cortez got
great 1889 strike, which tied up his sentence
commuted and was
all English ports.
sent back to the United States.

66 Ships

Trouble Over War
Moves in Ship Seizure

SAN FRANCISCO. — The department of justice has
found that six steamship companies have been breaking
laws left and right in allowing shippers to send cargoes
under a false billing.

Reveals Heavy
Damage to Liner

Saturday, April 5, 1941

The resolution stated that unity
"is the life blood of unionism," and
that the entire "structure of all
Unions depend upon unity,"
Following is the resolution
adopted at the ship's meeting:
Whereas: The Marine Cooks and
Stewards Assn., and the National
Maritime Union are alike and Si111liar unions, Each striving for the
betterment of conditions and
wages for all members of the
stewards department, and
Whereas, In union there is
strength and in the amalgamation of these two like and similar unions there will be a defmite' increase in strength for
both parties involved, and,
Whereas: During the program
of national defense, each and
every work stoppage and essential
activity may he construed to he
contrary to the program of national defense and the combined
strength of these two like and
similar unions will be necessary to
combat government intervention,
and,
Whereas: In the near future
there will be aimed at us another
Dirksen bill, designed to seriously
curtail the liberties of all members

6)
of these like and similar unions,
and,
Whereas: Unity Is the lifeblood of unionism. The entire
structure of all unions depend
upon unity and without it no
group can work together fora
common cause, therefore,
Be it resolved: That we, memhers of the above mentioned Marine Cooks and Stewards Assn.,
and crew of the SS Baranof, absolutely and whole-heartedly advocate and indorse the amalgamation of these two like and similar
unions, namely the Marine Cooks
and Stewards Assn. and the National Maritime Unoin.

SAN FRANCISCO—A good example of war profits in the shipping industry is contained in the
annual stockholders' report of the
American-Hawaiian company.
Included in the report is a
statement that the sale of the
steamers Canadian, Delawarean,
Louisianan, Indianan, Tennessean
and motorships Californian and
Missourian brought in, $3,549,973.
But up until the outbreak of
the war these same ships were
listed, according to the stockholders report, as being worth
$2,086,989.
The war boosted their value
$1,402,984.
No new machinery was installed
or rebuilding done to increase the
value of these ships.
It was simply that German submarines were sinking ships and
England needed tonnage so the
American ship owners were able
to boast the price to the tune of
a million and half bucks.

JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — The
Jacksonville Shipbuilding corporation are drawing up plans to build
the largest shipyard in the world.
SAN FRANCISCO — The fish A 1300 acre site on the St. Johns
River is being surveyed and if the
reduction barge Currier was sold
program goes through it will cost
last week to the Sword Steamship $55,000,000,
company.
The Currier was one of several
SAN FRANCISCO — The 445
fish barges that was operating off ton tug Storm King, built by the
the coast until the fish laws put Rolph navigation company in 1919,
her out of commission.
was purchased by Flood Brothers.

FishReduction

NMU Pamphlet
...•••••••••41...

Secretary of Treasury Morgen-Q'
thau stated Thursday, April 3, Henry Morgenthau Jr. by instructhat all thp legal aspects of the tion from President Roosevelt.
ship seizures with the possibility
The action was justified by
that they may be requisitioned by government spokesmen on the
the government were under study, assertion that the crews of the
Italian and German ships were
lt was reported that efforts
smashing up the machinsry and
by American ship owners to
generally disabling them so they
charter the Danish ships from
could not be put to sea again.
their owners would continue, but
The big Italian trans-Atlantic
in event it proved futile the
government would probably liner, Conte Biancamano, was tied
step in and take over the 36 up at Cristobal and the army,
which controls the canal zone,
Danish vessels,
The present critical situation de- took charge of the vessel,
veloped out of the moves made by REQUISITION
It was reported that 20 of the
the government under its war
program when the U. S. Coast Italian ships had been fixed up
Guard was ordered last Sunday, by the crew to prevent their beMarch 30, to seize the 66 foreign ing put into service.
The action of the foreign crews
ships.
according to their spokesmen in
COAST GUARD
damaging the vessels was because
Coast guard patrols swarmed they feared the U. S. Government
aboard 28 Italian, 36 Danish and would shortly move in and take
two German vessels,
over the ships for Great Britain.
The seizure of the ships was
The coast guard patrol met
ordered by Secretary of Treasury with no trouble when they

Arizonian

Joint
Demands

SAN FRANCISCO.—A timereport on the powerful influence of the British shipping
lobby on the program of the
American merchant marine has
just been issued by the National Maritime Union,
In a 38-page pamphlet titled
"Under Britain's Heel" written
by William L. Standard, attorney for the NMU, a cornplete expose of the influence
of British financial interests
in preventing the development
of American shipping is laid
bare for the record,
Evidence of this influence of
Britain on American shipping
the pamphlet states can be seen
in the sale and transfer of
American ships to Great Brit-

am n while Britain continues to
operate her own ships in profitabie non-defense trade,
"While we are turning our
shipping world trade routes
over to the British, they continue to monopolize world trade
routes," the pamphlet says.
"When this war is over, Britam n will still have the trade
routes and the loaned fleets will
be returned to us, again to be
moored in the bone yards.
"As a matter of fact, Britain
does not need American ships.
She has a larger merchant
fleet at her disposal now than
at any time in her long mark
time history," states the pamphlet.
Right now England has, In

addition to her own fleet of 17
million tons, some nine million
tons of ships formerly operated
by countries now under the
domination of Hitler.
As an example of what this
British-American tie-up means
to American shipping, Standard
cites an agreement between the
Britisu admiralty and J. P.
Morgans' British counterpart,
Morgan, Grenfel anti Company,
exposed in the 1920's by the
late Senator Robert LaFollette.
By the terms of this agreement, ships operated by Amer-can owned British subsidiaries
were subject to the same obligations to the British admiralty
as Brit'th owned vessels.
Stanrd charges that Brit-

sDhA
irjas.
l ISH SHIPS
No statements have been
by goverment officials as to why
the coast guard took over the 3
Danish vessels as no damage was
clone by the crews to any Danislist
ships.
The Italian ships involved and
oli
a
their locations are as follows:
Boston, 2; New York, 5; Philadelphia, 4; Baltimore, 2; Newport
News, Va., 2; Norfolk, Va., 3
Savannah, Ga., 1; Jacksonville,
Fla., 2; San Juan, P. R., 1; Can
Zone, 1; Portland, Ore., 1, an
and Port Everglades, Fla., 1,
oli
A
One German ship is tied up In
Boston and the other In Port
Everglades.

Hawaii

'Dream Islands'
Of the Pacific

SAN FRANCISCO—At a. joint
meeting of the three unlicensed
departments aboard the Arizonan
a discussion was held on the question of changing and improving
the crews' quarters.
The following report of the
crew's demands were drawn up
and presented to the cOmpany by
Sterling Krone, MFOW delegate,
Donald Anebrasa, MCS delegate,
and Joseph Kehl, SUP delegate.
Dividing the present foc'sles into rooms for each watch both for
the deck and engine departments,
and a room for the wipers.
The deck of the square aft be
treated with a magnacite composition.
One more shower and toilet
be installed with partitions between toilets and showers.
Necessary repairs to stop water
leaks in firemen's foc-sle.
Necessary repairs to stop rust
leaks in sailor's foc'sle. Complaints
of rust dropping from overhead
plates through ceiling onto bunks
when capstan is turned or from
violent motion of the ship.
New latch attached to shaft
alley escape to prevent banging.
Present latch is not in working
condition.
Supposedly water-tight doors
amidships be made water-tight.
Electric water-cooler to be installed aft.
Electric lights on the poop deck.
Sufficient number of cots for
the crew.
Rearrange midship washroom,
changing inboard shower in
place of outboard toilet.
Heat in the toilets aft.
Milk three times a day in port,
and at sea when ports are not
over five days apart.

By Z. R. BROWN
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American Communications Association
(This is the first of a series of three articles on the Hawaiian
b Brother Brown which will appear in the coming IssuesIslandey
of the VOICE)

SAN FRANCISCO — The Hawaiian islands have bee
called dream islands, the most beautiful string of islands in
any man's ocean, paradise islands, and long before that the
were known as Sandwich islands.

The story goes that they got the°'
name Sandwich islands from an
The world almanac of 1940
incident that happened when cir- lists the imports at $113,833,20
cum-navigation of the globe was and places the exports at $132..
a historic event,
239,807.
According to the story when
Thus the islands showed a nella
Captain Cook discovered the isl- profit tb someone of nearly $20,.
ands in 1778 he was taken cap- 000,000.
tive by the natives on the island
Let's see how this would loo'
of Hawaii and immediately be- in a very rough estimate of the
came the central dish at a feast. profit the employer receives pe
But when Captain Cook was worker from the Hawaiian island5.
dished up, the natives found
on
e
or
peutilattih
ttlilsecolv)e
him too tough to eat in the.usisla
Nnvidie
silinClo7
o7
k8
ual way and and ended up by
was estimated at 200,000.
making sandwiches out of him. verS
then
Since
ynco
e ni
inal.the increase has bee
The Captain Cook story I pass
on to you at its face value. I wasThe almanac of 1940 gives the
n't there.
population
ion6
the islands for 193
But I have been to California, at 368,336.
Florida and th Hawaiian islands PROFITS
and can assure you that every
Now if one third of this num
come-on phrase that has been her are workers, about the ratio
coined by the two above men- in the U. S., then the take
dolled state's chambers of coin- around $200 per worker.
merce do not even scratch the surBut this is a very low and di
face when one tries to describe torted estimate for there are man
the Hawaiian islands.
ersl vfearonfiers,
workers,
wh
no
fishesrnnilaelnl,s tocp.,ow
But let the chamber of coinmerce drub up their own some- of each other and therefore do
on
I bait.
ie
not enter into the picture of im
other things to write ports and exports.
about.
is heobable that $2,000
it as
BIG FIVE
worker would be as close
mentioned
For instance, the California figSuore
the
chamber of commerce doesn't brag above.
ed
ionth
about the fact that about one-half
Only the big-five knows
i
of the state is covered by the Mo- 'take' per worker and they aren't
jave desert where practically no telling.
vegetation or life exists.
The congressional law makjust wind-blown sand dunes,
ing the Hawaiian islands PadNeither does the Florida chain- tic coast ports formerly aided
her of commerce dwell with ec- the shipowners in another way,
SAN FRANCISCO — Army
Stacy over their mosquito-ridden fo
for under this set-up ships sailtransports will start carrying
crocodile-infested swamps.
ing between the islands and the
freight from the Philippine isThe Hawaiian chamber of
Pacific coast signed their crews
lands, it was announced this
commerce doesn't tell you that
on coastal articles.
week.
This means there are no artithe islands are controlled coinOver 237,000 tons of the ispleteiy by The big-five either.
ces
i
of agreement such as are use
land's sugar is waiting for botBut there certainly is a big- for foreign or intercoastal trip
toms to move it to the United
five and they are a draw-back to where crew members are signe
States and the serious shortage
an otherwise nature paradise,
on and off before a U. S. shippin
of American ships has found the
merely an
Not a piece of freight nor a commissioner
but
cargo unbooked.
passenger can be transported be- agreement between the master 04
The tie-up of this sugar cargo tween the
Hawaiian islands and the ship and the crew member.
has already caused a rise of price the United
States without the JOB CONTROL
on the nation's sugar market.
consent of the big-five:
Under coastal agreements
The maritime commission said
Their monoply is complete.
ployment can be terminated ny
the army transports will also carSeveral years ago the big-five eitherat.
party in any port the vess
ry hemp as well as sugar.
working on congress got a law calls
Two of the army's transports, passed making the ports in
the
Hence, if the captain didn't ilk,
Aldebaron and Wharton, now in Hawaiian islands, Pacific
coast the part in your hair he coul
Alameda, will be the first of the ports.
fire you in one of the Hawaiian
thansports to start carrying
This means that no ship under island ports where one wout
freight across the Pacific.
a foreign flag can handle either have to depend on getting another
passengers or freight between the job on a ship of the same line
Hawaiian islands and American digging up fare to the coast,
ports without being subject to a
Of course, the skippers in the
heavy fine, hence the big-five same fleet hang together so ar
eliminated all foreign competition, other job would
difficult
lt
icuto
iifnfg
EXPORT CONTROL
land.
tht°
The exports 'fro
'from
the islands
Hence, a seamanbesa
sailing
ish influence in the Internaalmost wholly of pineap- islands had this threat hanging
tional Marine prevented that
Ides and sugar which is grown 611 over his head at all times just E
company from seriously conthe plantations of the big-five and he wouldn't get out of line of for
testing British control of the
they control those who lifts these get to like the food, etc.
north Atlantic passenger trade.
cargoes.
Since the 1934 strike am! th
The pamphlet not only exHence no ship can possibly
unionization of the maritime
poses the domination of Britain
ply between the U. S. and the
workers things are a bit diffe7
over the American merchant
Hawaiian islands without the emit.
marine, but also shows how
consent of the big-five for the
The maritime unions have de
these same financial interests
simple season that if a shipping ocratic hiring halls In Honolul.
to
are working day and night
company managed a cargo for where a seaman can get. fair
drag this country into the
'
the Hawaiian islands it would treatment and can be sure of 11
European war.
have to return in ballast,
turn for a job when he desires to
The pamphlet, which is now
Further the big-five would cut re-ship.
being widely distributed by the
the freight rates to the islands
NMU to the seamen and other
until the competitor was elimiSAN FRANCISCO—The States
groups, is based upon the renated for the ships under control line's steamer the Sea Thrush vr.
port which Attorney W. L.
of the big-five have plenty of going to be chartered to the AusStandard made at the meeting
space on their trips to the islands. tralian government but the mar
of the national couneil of the
The exports from the islands time commission refused approv
NIVLIJ last January.
far exceed the imports.
to tho American owners.

Army Transports
To Carry Sugar

Merchant Marine Under Britain's Heel
ly

boarded the ships.
Government officials state
that under the 1917 espionage act
the foreign seamen who are no
in custody of the immigration dopartment are liable to prosecution
for any destruction aboard th
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